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The  Guidance  Section  is  concerned  with  the  financing  of  the  Community 
policy  on  agricultural  structures.  Since  the  adoption  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  729/701,  its  financial  resources  for  this  purpose  cover: 
the  financing  of  common  measures  decided  on  by  the  Council  to 
achieve  the  aims  defined  in  Article  39  (1)(a)  of  the  Treaty; 
the  financing  of  special  masures  adopted  by  the  Council  prior  to  the 
adoption  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70; 
the  grant  of  capital  subsidies  for  projects  to  improve  agricultural 
structures  pursuant  to  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC2• 
1.  Financing  of  common  measures  and  special  measures 
1.1  Common  measures  decided  on  by  the  Council  in  1977 
In  1977  the  scope  of  the  Guidance  Section  was  enlarged  by  three 
new  common  measures: 
a)  3  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77,  adopted  by  the  Council  on 
15  February  1977,  covers  improvement  in  the  conditions 
under  which  agricultural  produce  is  processed  and  marketed. 
This  new  measure  is  intended  to  rationalize  the  market  structure 
for  agricultural  produce  and  to  make  it easier  to  undertake 
the  adjustments  or  guidance  in  agriculture  which  have  become 
an  economic  necessity  as  a  result  of  the· common  agricultural 
policy.  Under  this  Regulation,  which  is  intended  to  be  in 
force  for  five  years  from  1  January  1978,  the  Guidance 
Section  may  grant  financial  aid  to  individual  investment 
projects  which  form  part  of  specific  programmes  drawn  up 
by  the  Member  States  and  approved  by  the  Commission.  However, 
during  the  first  three  years  it  is  in  force,  projects  in 
respect  of  sectors  or  geographical  areas  for  which  programmes 
have  not  yet  been  approved  may  qualify  for  aid  from  the  Fund. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 94,  28  April  1970,  p.13. 
(2)  OJ  No  34,  27  February1964,  p.  586 
C3)  OJ  No  L 51,  23  February  1977,  p.1. - 2  -
The  capital  subsidy  granted  by  the  Guidance  Section  of  the  Fund  is  a 
maximum  of  25%  of  the  investment  carried out;  this  rate  may,  however,  be 
increased  to  30%  for  projects  situated  in  regions  with  special  difficulties 
in  facing  the  economic  consequences  of  the  common  agricultural policy. 
Financial  participation  by  beneficiaries  and  by  the  Member  States  on  whose 
territory  the  projects  are  to  be  carried out  must  be  at  Least  SO%  and  5% 
respectively of  the  investment. 
The  estimated total  cost  of  the  common  measure  to  the  Fund  is  400  million 
units  of  account  over  five  years. 
The  detailed  rules  on  the  submission  and  Layout  of  applications  for  aid  under 
this  common  measure  were  Laid  down  in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  219/78  of 
13  January  19781•  The  measures  provided  for  by  Regulation  No  17/64  as 
regards  the  improvement  of  marketing  structures  have  accordingly  ceased  to 
apply  from  the  1978  financial  year. 
b)  Regulation  (EEC)No  1078/772 of  17  May  1977  introduced  a  system  of  premiums 
for  farmers  who  undertake  not  to  market  milk  and  milk  products  or  who  convert 
their dairy  herds  to  meat  production.  Since  these  measures  are  partly  intended 
to  improve  meat  production  structures,  60%  of  the  expenditure  will  be  covered 
by  the  Guarantee  Section  and  40%  by  the  Guidance  Section  which,  exceptionally, 
will  apply  the  system  of  advances  provided  for  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2697/70.  The  estimated total  cost  of  the  common  measure  to  the  Guidance 
Section  of  the  EAGGF  amounts  to  263  million  units  of  account.  The  time 
Limit  for  carrying  out  these  measures  was  originally  31  March  1978  but 
has  been  extended  to  the  end  of  the  1977/78  milk  year  (Council  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  506/78  of  7 March  19783). 
c)  With  the  object  of  improving  health  standards  in  cattle,  thereby  increasing 
the profitability of  stock  farming,  on  17  May  1977  the  Council  adopted 
1)  OJ  No  L  35,  4  February  1978,  p.10 
2)  OJ  No  L  131,  26  May  1977,  p.  1 
3)  OJ  No  L  69,  11  March  1978,  p.Z. - 3  -
Directive  77/391/EEC 1  introducing  Community  measures  for  the 
eradication of  brucellosis,  tuberculosis  and  Leucosis  in  cattle. 
Those  measures  adopted  by  Member  States  which  have  been  approved 
by  the  Commission  will  qualify  for  financial  assistance  from  the 
Community  estimated  at  130  million  units  of  account  for  the  three 
years  required  to  carry  out  this programme. 
1.2  Existing  common  measures  amended  in  1977 
Since  Directive  72/159/EEC  on  the  modernization  of  farms  has  not 
yet  been  re-examined,  Council  Directive  77/390/EEC  of  17  May  19772 
authorizes  the  Member  States  to  maintain  until  31  December  1977  the 
temporary  aid  granted  to  farmers  who  cannot  attain  the  earned  income 
fixed  in  Directive  72/159/EEC  and  do  not  yet  qualify  for  the 
retirement  annuities  provided  for  in  Directive  72/160/EEC.  The 
grant  of  this  temporary  aid  should  have  ended  on  15  March  1977. 
1.3  Main  common  measures  proposed  by  the  Commission  to  the  Council  in  1977 
The  difference  in  economic  development  between  various  Community 
regions  is  an  obstacle  to  the  process  nf  integration.  In  the 
Mediterranean  regions,  which  account  fer  about  one  fifth  of  Community 
agricultural  output,  economic  develop~ent  is  inadequate  and  there 
are  serious  imbalances  such  as  an  excessively  Large  active 
agricultural  population,  Low  Labour  productivity  and  undersized 
farms,  all of  which  results  in  a  Low  Labour  income. 
In  order  to  improve  the  Lot  of  agriculture  in  these  regions,  the 
Commission  put  before  the  Council  on  12  December  1977  proposals 
in  the  field  of  market  and  structural  policy  to  help  Mediterranean 
agriculture. 
1)  OJ  No  L  145,  13  June  1977,  p.  44 
2)  OJ  No  L  145,  13  June  1977p  p.  43. - 4  -
Following  the  discussions  on  the  fixing  of  the  1978/79  agricultural  prices 
and  related  measures,  on  19  June  1978  the  Council  adopted  most  of  the 
proposals  put  forward.  The  structural  policy  measures  concern: 
some  amendments  with  regard  to  the  Mezzogiorno  and  the  South  of  France 
in  the  terms  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  on  common  measures  to 
improve  the  conditions  under  which  agricultural  products  are  produced 
and  marketed  (Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1361/781).  Accordingly, 
for  projects  in  the Mezzogiorno,  the  financial  participation  required 
of  the  beneficiary  drops  to  a  minimum  of  25%  of  the  investment,  whereas 
the  subsidy  granted  by  the  Guidance  Section  rises  to  a  maximum  of  50%. 
For  projects  in  Languedoc-Roussillon  and  projects  in  respect  of  wine  in 
the  departments  of  Vaucluse,  Bouches-du-Rhone,  Var  Ardeche  and  Dr6me, 
the  two  rates  become  a  minimum  of  35%  for  the  beneficiary  and  a  maximum 
of  35%  for  the  EAGGF  respectively.  Granting  aid  at  these  higher  rates 
involves  a  total  increase  of  210M  u.a.  compared  with  the  sum  originally 
forecast  for  implementing  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77. 
a  Directive  on  the  programme  for  restructuring  and  converting  vineyards 
in  the  Languedoc-Roussillon  region.  These  measures  are  intended  to 
encourage  better  quality  production  from  the  vineyctrds  which  are  to 
remain  and  the  conversion  of  Land  which  is  not  particularly suitable  for 
vine-growing  to  other  crops;  these  measures,  which  are  to  Last  for 
five  years  and  will  cost  the  EAGGF  an  estimated  105  million  units  of 
account,  concern  some  99  000  hectares  in  the  Languedoc-Roussillon 
region  and  adjacent  departments. 
collective  irrigation  works  in  the  Mezzogiorno  (Regulation  CEEC)  No 
1362/782). 
Altogether,  260  million  units  of  account  will  be  granted  by  the  EAGGF 
over  five  years,  representing  50%  of  the  cost  of  constructing  public 
irrigation networks  from  reservoirs  and  main  channels  and  paying 
instructors  to  advise  farmers  on  changing  to  other  crops  in  the 
irrigated area. 
1)  OJ  No  L 166,  19  June  1978  p.  9 
2)  OJ  No  L 166,  19  June  1978  p.11. - 5  -
improvement  of  the  infrastructures  in  some  rural  areas,  encouragement 
of  electrification  and  the  provision  of  potable  water  supplies  and  the 
establishment  of  a  rational  farm  road  network.  Community  aid  will  be 
granted  in  Less-favoured  regions 
within  the  meaning  of  Directive  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming 
and  in  come  other  areas  of  Italy, particularly  in  the  Mezzogiorno,  and 
the  South  of  France. 
the  creation,  recognition  and  operation  of  producer  groups  and 
associations  thereof  (Regulation  CEEC)  No  1360/781).  This  Regulation 
is  intended  to  remedy  the  structural  defects  in  respect  of  the  supply 
and  marketing  of  agricultural  products  which  are  present  throughout 
Italy  and  Belgium  and  in  France  in  Languedoc-Roussillon,  Provence-Cote 
d'Azur,  Midi-Pyrenees,  Corsica,  Drome,  Ardeche  and  the  overseas 
departments.  The  Guidance  Section  will  reimburse  to  Member  States 
25%  of  eligible  expenditure  incurred  in  granting  aid  to  cover  the 
expenses  of  setting  up  and  running  producer  groups.  The  estimated 
cost  to  the  EAGGF  over  five  years  is  24  million  units  of  account. 
The  Commission  placed  another  set  of  structural  measures  before  the 
Council  in  1977  CCOMC77)  550  final).  These  include  changes  in  Directives 
72/159  and  160/EEC  on  the  modernization  of  farms  and  concerning  measures 
to  encourage  the  cessation  of  farming  and  to  Directive  75/268/EEC  on 
mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in  certain  Less-favoured  areas. 
This  package  also  included  a  proposal  for  a  Directive  on  a  drainage 
programme  in  Less-favoured  regions  in  the  West  of  Ireland  in  order  to 
improve  productivity  and  incomes  in  agriculture.  This  was  the  only 
measure  to  be  adopted  by  the  Council  during  the  discussions  held  from 
8  to  12  May  1978  on  the  fixing  of  the  1978/79  prices  and  related 
measures;  the  rate  of  financial  participation  by  the  Guidance  Section 
was  fixed  at  50%  of  eligible expenditure,  representing  a  total  cost 
of  26  million  units  of  account over  five  years. 
1)  OJ  No  L 166,  19  June  1978,  p.1. - 6  -
2.  Financing  of  projects  for  the  improvement  of  agricultural  structures 
under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
Pursuant  to  Article  6(4)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  729/70  capital 
grants  for  projects  for  the  improvement  of  agricultural  structures 
under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  are  authorized  to  continue  as  Long 
as  the  annual  expenditure  ceiling  of  325M  u.a.  for  common  measures 
is  not  exceeded. 
According  to  budgetary  estimates,  expenditure  on  common  measures 
will  exceed  this  sum  in  1978  for  the first  time.  Regulation  No 
17/64/EEC  should  therefore  cease  to  apply  from  that  year. 
However,  during  its  516th  meeting  of  8  to  12  May  1978  the  Council 
invited  the  Commission  to  take  the  necessary  steps  to permit,  in 
1978  and  1979,  the  financing  of  measures  in  the  field  of  production 
structures  under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC,  or  of  complementary 
measures  still to  be  proposed.  In  the  former  case,  individual 
projects presented  by  the  Member  State  would  be  accepted  up  to  the 
October  1978.  The  financing  shall  be  made  by  derogation  to  article 
6  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  729/70  by  having  recourse  to  the  reserves 
posted  in  Chapter  88  of  the  Budget,  the  amount  to  be  made  available 
for  this  purpose  shall  not  be  greater  than  70  MEUA. 
Financing  of projects  for  1977 
2.1  Quantitative  analysis  of  the projects  financed 
In  the  1977  budget  it  was  provided  that  a  sum  of  91.2  u.a.  would  be 
set  aside  for  financing  individual  projects  under  Regulation 
No  17/64/EEC  (Article  800). 
This  figure  was  increased  to  include  appropriations  recovered 
through  the  discontinuance  or  reduction  of  aid  already  granted 
(Article  2  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75), f0r  a  total  of  25  605  819  u.a., 
and  unused  appropriations - 7  -
allocated to other  chapters  involving  expenditure  by  the  Guidance 
Section  of  the  EAGGF.  The  1977  budget  already  provided  for  an  amount 
of  80  u.a.  for  Regulation  CEEC)  No  355/77p  which  is  to  replace  Regulation 
No  17/64/EEC  as  regards  the  financing  of  projects  to  improve  the  structures 
for  processing  and  marketing  agricultural  products.  Since  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  355/77  applies  only  from  1  January  1978,  the  appropriations  were 
used  for  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC.  Furthermore,  the  Member  States' 
applications  for  repayment  in  respect  of  some  common  measures  and 
special  measures  amounted  to  Less  than  had  been  announced.  This  meant 
that  a  further  50  492  815  u.a.  could  be  used  to  finance  projects 
under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC. 
Before  apportioning  the  appropriations  among  the  individual  projects  put 
forward  for  1977  it  was  necessary,  in  accordance  with  the  declaration 
entered  in  the  minutes  on  adoption  of  the  Regulation  introducing  a  system 
of  premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  and  milk  products  (Regulation 
CEEC)  No  1078/77),  to  deduct  the  advances  requested  in  this  connection 
by  some  Member  States.  These  advances  amount  to  9  752  000  u.a. 
1  2  The  Commission  was  therefore  able,  on  18  July  and  21  December  1977  , 
to  grant  total  aid  of  247  298  634  u.a.  to  meet  802  requests  for  aid 
covering  the  two  halves  of  1977. 
This  sum  is  broken  down  as  follows: 
1)  OJ  No  C 229,  26  September  1977,  p.1. 
2)  OJ  No  C 29,  4  February  1978,  p.2. -8-
TABLE  1 
Aid  granted  by  the  Guidance  Section of  the  EAGGF  for  1977 
Member  Amounts  Deduction  for  Number  of 
State  Recovered*  advances**  projects 
Cu. a.)  Cu. a.)  financed 
----------- ------------ ------------- -----------
Germany  4.611.945  4.840.000  159 
Belgium  4.222.581  48.000  78 
Denmark  103.677  - 42 
France  2.685.289  3.600.000  79 
Ireland  18.670  - 101 
Italy  13.109.481  - 198 
Luxembourg  108  24.000  1 
Netherlands  807.808  1.240.000  49 
United  46.260  - 95  --
K  i ngdofot a l  25.605.819  9. 752.000  802 
*  Article  2 of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3171/75. 
**  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77. 
Aid  Granted  Total  Investment 
Cu. a.)  (u.a.) 
--------------- -------------------
44.492.739  197.608.996 
12.336.079  53.681.650 
9.824.359  51.378.768 
46.439.689  217.716.283 
18.030.037  101.825.191 
77.450.872  380.754.987 
68.112  151.360 
11.300.000  94.881.785 
27.356.747  135.436.597 
247.298.634  1.233.435.617 
As  many  requests  for  aid  were  submitted  in  1977  under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC 
as  in  previous  years:  066  projects  were  put  forward  through  Member  States 
before  the  end  of  1976,  which  together  with  77  projects  not  adopted  owing  to  Lack 
of  available  appropriations  in  1976,  brought  the total  number  of  requests  for 
aid  submitted  for  1977  to  1  143,  of  which  70  were  Later  withdrawn  or  became 
unnecessary. 
The  Commission  carried out  investigations  of  a  Legal,  economic,  technical  and 
financial  nature  which  Led  to  the  exclusion  of  91  projects  which  appeared  to  be 
unacceptable  or  not  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC. 
The  802  projects  which  qualified  for  aid  from  the  Fund  represent  a  total  investment 
of  1  233  435  617  u.a., or  an  average  investment  of  1  537  950  u.a.  per  project; 
the  average  aid  per  project  amounts  to  308  353  u.a. - 9  -
When  apportioning  the  appropriations,  account  was  taken  of  the  particular 
disadvantages  suffered  by  Ireland  with  regard  to  agricultural  structures  and 
of  the  fact  that  requests  for  aid  were  put  forward  for  the  first  time  for 
for  French  overseas  departments. Land 
Improvement 
No.  Aid 
Member  of  granted 
State  proj  (u.a.) 
Ge r.many  46  12. 72 1f. Lil:l 
13elqium  31  6,?74.731 
Denmark·  - -
France  11  4.882.625 
Ireland  - -
Italy  8  8.864.511 
Luxembourg  - -
7 
I  734.291  '!ether lands 
Uniterl  - -
Kingdom 
--------1----
TOTAL 
103  33.980.266 
(27,1  "' 
Table  2 
Qualitative  analysis  of  the  projects  financed  in  1977 
Improvement  of  production  structures 
Hydraulic  Afforestation  Misc. 
works 
No.  Aid  No.  Aid  No.  Aid  Total  aid 
of  granted  of  granted  of  granted  granted 
proj  (u.a.)  pro  (u.a.)  proj  (u.a.)  <u.a.) 
- -·  .  .~  .......  -- ·-·- r--- - - - .. 
20  6.950,965  6  1.986.684  14  8.941.668  30.603.425 
19  1.879.725  - - 3  261.888  8.916.344 
- - - - 3  258.067  258.067 
1  i  9.182.568  1  73.929  31  19.945.801  34.084.923 
1  376.759  - - 67  6.123.413  6.500.172 
7  3.016.965  24  6.397.240  64  21.031.844  39 .310.560 
1  68.112  - - - - 68.112 
13  1~259.009  - - 1  156.540  2.149.840 
10  2.777.479  - - 7  862.718  3.640.197 
--r--
82  25.511.582  31  8.457.853  190  57.581.939  125.531.640 
. 
. (20,3  ~)  (6,7  %)  C45,9  iO  (100  %) 
10. 
Total invest-
ment 
(u.a.) 
.  .. --.  ·····  ··----- ·----
126.455.941 
37.063.069 
1 .262 .no· 
165.851.348  I 
35.693.153 
168.926.625. 
151.360 
9.906.343 
18.636.935 
563.946.904 - 11  -
2.2  Qualitative  analysis  of  projects 
2.2.1  ~mprovement  of  production  structures  (cf.  Table  2,  p.  10) 
(a)  Land  improvement 
The  projects  relate to  farm  roads  (81  projects)  and  work  connected 
with  Land  and  hydraulic  development  (22  projects). 
(b)  Hydraulic  works 
This  heading  covers  drainage  work  with  pumping  stations  (41  projects), 
improvements  to  water  courses  and  drains  (37 projects),  flood 
control  reservoirs  (2 projects)  and  combined  hydraulic  and  Land 
improvement  work  (2 projects). 
(c)  Miscellaneous 
This  heading  covers  projects  for: 
the  construction of  fishing  vessels  (16); 
t~e provision  of  potable  water  and  related  work  (113); 
the  provision of  facilities  for  research  and  vocational 
training  in  agriculture  C14); 
rural  electrification  (10); 
the  reorganisation  of  vine-growing  (16); 
artificial  insemination  centres  (5); 
the  restructuring  of  fruit  growing  (2); 
the  restructuring  of olive growing  (2); 
the  development  of  fish  farming  (2); 
quality  control  Laboratories  for  milk  and  fruit  and 
vegetables  and  Laboratories  for  the  campaign  against  cattle 
disease  (5); 
soil  and  plant  research  stations  (2); 
centres  for  training  horses  and  for  selection  and  genetic 
control  for  improving  the  breeding  of  pigeons  and  rabbits  (2). - 12  -
2.2.2  Improvement  of  combined  structures 
Table  3 
Member  State  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  investment 
projects  financed  (u.a.)  Cu. a.) 
Germany  5  1.274.313  6.465.463 
Belgium  2  302.521  1.633.265 
Denmark  8  1.417.594  6.297.581 
France  2  542.834  2.171.334 
Ireland  9  2. 736.653  11.433.970 
It  a ly  9  5.499.097  27.452.364 
Luxembourg  - - -
Netherlands  6  1.372.552  6.508.214 
United  Kingdom  10  2.647.519  11.741.991 
TOTAL  51  15.793.083  73.704.182 
The  projects  included  under  this  heading  relate  to  both  production  and 
marketing  structures.  In  1977,  projects  qualifying  for  aid  from  the  Fund 
covered  the  construction  or  modernization  of: 
24  animal  feed  factories, 
9  pLants  for  the  preparation  and  treatment  of  seeds, 
3  centres  for  storing  and  marketing  nursery  products, 
2  milk  testing  stations  with pilot  factories, 
2 oyster-farming  complexes, 
2 plants  for  the  production  and  treatment  of  tobacco, 
2 trawlers  with  equipment  for  processing  fish  on  board, 
2  storehouses  for  fishing  gear, 
2  supply  cooperatives. 
This  heading  includes  three  Italian projects  for  the  study  and  propagation 
of  a  particular  breed  of  cattle,  the  construction  of  aqueducts  in  rural  areas 
and  the  modernization  of  cheese  factories,  and  the  improvement  of  milk 
collection  and  milk  refrigeration  on  the  farm. 13. 
TABLE  4. 
Improvement  of  marketing  structures  in  1977 
Milk  Fruit 
'  I 
.  products  ·Meat  - &  v~getables  ' \vine  Cereals  Misc. 
Cf)  Cf)  Cf)  Cf)  Cf)  Cf) 
+->  +->  +->  +->  +->  +-> 
u  u  u  u  u  u 
(j)  (j)  (j)  (j)  (j)  QJ 
•.-,  •.-,  ·.-,  •.-,  .,_,  •.-, 
0  0  0  0  0  0 
'- '- '- '- '- '-
Q_  Q_  Q_  Q_  Q_  Q_ 
'+- '+- '+- '+- '+- '+- ota l  aid  Total  Member  0  Aid  0  Aid 
0  Aid 
0  Aid  0  Aid 
0  Aid 
State  .  granted  .  granted  .  granted  .  granted  . branted  . ~ranted  ~ranted  Invest. 
0  0  0  0  0  0  (u.a.)  ( u. a.  z  (u.a.)  z 
(  t t  "  )  z  (  )  z  Cu  il  )  z  Cu. a.)  z  (u.a.) 
1-------. - ..  --- " 
·~·~  - ·---
!3ermany.  16  33::.9272  9  .31!21722  13  1139752  17  . 2970109;  10  1099375·  3  244771  12615001  64687592 
Be-lgium  l,  591764  8  1099328  6  1084345  ..  ..  2  68004  3  273773  .3117214  14985316 
Denmark  5  708308  18  5841909  - - - - 1  70267  7  1528214  8148698  43819057 
France  ..  - 17  7528012  2  786606  3  1353279  - - 1  144035  118119321  49693601-
Ireland  11  3607912  3  .5422258  ..  - . - - - - 10  1763041  8793211  54698068 
It  a ly  1  68531  9  5433469  24  7575202  20  9422741  2  1148369  30  8992903  ·32641215. 184375998 
-
Luxembourg  - ..  - ..  ..  ..  - - - - - - -
Netherland~  1  319410  6  1464903  6  29721l  ..  - 1  383626  8  5312457  7777608  78467228• 
llnited  8  1347448· 
~ingdom 
33  14705345  -3  35060  - - 3  456088  21  4209549  21069031  105057671 
. 
TOTAL  46  9982645'  103  45316946  54  112337H  40.  13746129  19  3225729  8.3  22468743- 105973910  595784531 
--
-------------- ~-
(9,4  %>  (42,8  .. %)  ( 10,6  %)  C13,0  %)  C3,0  %)  (21 ,2  %)  ( -100  %) - 14  -
2.2.3  Improvement  of  marketing  structures  (cf.  Table  4,  p.13) 
a)  Milk  products  sector 
The  projects  financed  relate to the  modernization  and 
rationalization of  dairies  (27),  the  setting  up  and  enlargement 
of  cheese  factories  (10),  the  supply  of  milk  treatment  plant  (4) 
the  improvement  of  plant  for  producing  chocolate  granules  in 
dairies  (3)  and  extension  of  the  milk  supply  network  (2). 
b)  Meat  sector 
In  this  sector  aid  was  granted  to  finance  the  construction  or 
modernisation  of  slaughterhouses  (45),  processing  plants  (25), 
meat  products  factories  attached to  slaughterhouses  (16),  cold 
stores  for  meat  (9)?  Livestock  markets  (6)  and  cutting  rooms  (2). 
c)  Fruit  and  vegetables  sector 
The  projects  financed  include  market  preparation  and  storage 
centres  (30),  processing  plants  C13),  sales  and  marketing 
installations  (8),  2  sorting  centres  and  1  packing  station. 
d)  Wine  sector 
In  this  sector  the  Func  granted  aid  for  35  projects  for  the 
construction  or  improvement  of  cooperatives wineries,  a  m8rketing  and 
display  centre  for  wine,  sales points  Cone  project),  a  bottling  pland  and 
the  construction  of  a  grape  collection  centre. 
e)  Cereals  sector 
The  19  projects  financed  related  to  centres  for  the  market  preparation, 
drying  and  storage  of  cereals  (13),  the  extension  of  flour  mills 
(2),  the  manufacture  of  cereal-based products  (2)  and  the  construction 
or  enlargement  of  grain silos  (2). 
f)  Miscellaneous 
These  projects  related to: 
-poultry slaughterhouses  and  marketing  centres  C23l; 
fish  processing  plants  C18l; 
cooperative oil  mills  (12l; 
centres  for  the  storage  and  marketing  of  various  agricultural 
products  C11l; - 15  -
marketing  centres  for  flowers  and  plants  (9); 
tobacco  factories  (5); 
four  projects  for:  alterations to  a  starch factory  equipped  for 
producing  proteins  and  protein-rich products;  the  extension  of  an 
oil  mill  with  a  cooperative  store  attached;  the  installation of  plant 
for  producing  blood  plasma  and  haemoglobin;  the  construction  of  an 
establishment  for  producing  feed  for  poultry  and  rabbits. 
3.  PROBLEMS  CONNECTED  WITH  THE  ANNUAL  ALLOCATION  OF  FUNDS 
From  1978,  the  estimated overall  cost  of  the  common  measures  shall 
be  greater  than  the  annual  allocation  of  325  million  units  of  account. 
In  1980,  the  appropriations  not  committee  during  previous  financial 
years  and  placed  in  reserve  shall  be  fully utilised. 
For  these  reasons,  the  Council,  during  its  516th  meeting  of  the 
8  to  12  May  1978,  invited  the  Commission  to present  as  soon  as  possible 
a  proposition  modifying  the  annual  allocation. 
4.  GENERAL  ASPECTS  OF  MANAGEMENT 
4.1  Coordination 
It  was  possible  to  reinforce  the  coordination  of  the  Guidance 
Section's  activities  with  those  of  other  financial  instruments  during 
1977,  mainly  through  the  institution  of  the rask  Force  on  the  coordination 
of  financial  instruments  with  structural  aims  .  The  regular  meetings 
of  the  task  force  have  made  it possible  to  exchange  views  on  the  problems  and 
ideas  put  forward  and  in  particular  to  obtain  a  far  more  detailed 
knowledge  of  the  way  in  which  the  various  financial  instruments  concerned 
by  coordination  take  effect. - 16  -
4.2  Publicity 
Apart  from  general  publicity on  the  activities of  the  Guidance  Section, 
such  as  publications  of  brochures  and  publication  in  the  Official 
Journal  of  decisions  to  repay  to  Member  States  the  expenditure  incurred 
in  respect  of  certain  common  measures  and  special  measures,  this  activity 
is  concentrated  on  individual  projects  (Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  as 
regards  the  past  plus  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77  from  1978).  These 
projects  are  particularly suitable for  showing  interested parties  that 
they  obtain  direct  advantage  from  participation  by  the  Guidance  Section, 
not  only  since  the  financial  means  are  substantial  but  particularly  through 
the  way  in  which  financing  is  carried out,  that  is  to  say  by  the  grant 
and  payment  of  subsidies  directly to  beneficiaries.  The  projects, 
moreover,  whether  they  concern  agricultural  infrastructures  or  the 
marketing  of  agricultural  products,  are  not  only  of  interest  to  the 
direct  beneficiaries  but  normally  also  have  a  Large  significance  for 
the  area  and  region  involved.  The  Local  press  is  therefore  particularly 
interested  in  the  details  of  aid  decisions  which  the  Commission's 
information  department  supplies  to  them.  Such  publicity  reaches  a  wider 
and  more  directly  interested public  than  mere  publication  in  the  Official 
Journal  of  Lists  of  projects  financed. 
4.3  Administrative  procedures 
Experience  in  dealing  with  applications  for  aid  for  individual  projects 
under  Regulation  No  17/64/EEC  has  shown  that  study  of  many  files  took 
an  unnecessarily  Long  time  because  the  applications  did  not  include  all 
the  information  required,  which  made  it necessary  to  request  further 
particulars  (several  times  in  some  cases).  Other  applicants,  on  the 
other  hand,  sent  in  voluminous  files  only  part  of  which  was  necessary 
for  studying  the  application.  There  were  also  considerable  differences 
in  presentation  from  one  country  to  another. - 17  -
In  order  to  rationalize  and  harmonize  the  procedure  for  submitting 
projects  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/77,  the  Commission  has  Laid 
down  in  its  implementing  Regulation  (EEC)  No  219/78  that  applications 
must  be  put  forward  on  forms  to  be  completed  for  each  project.  This 
will  provide  complete  information of  the  same  nature  in  respect  of  all 
projects  and  should  simplify  and  reduce  the  administrative  workload  both 
for  the  beneficiary  and  Member  State  and  for  the  EAGGF  departments. 
Such  a  system  will  also  make  it possible  to  use  the  computer  for  some 
administrative  and  routine  work,  for  drawing  up  statistics and  even 
for  some  translation  work  on  the  basis  of  standardized phrases  in  all 
Languages.  Officials  will  thus  be  able  to  oay  more  attention  to  a 
study  of  the projects proper,  which  will  make  it easier to  comply  with 
the  very  short  time  Limits  in  the  Regulation  for  deciding  on  the  granting 
of  aid. - 18  -
5.  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  DECISIONS  TO  GRANT  AID 
5.1  Individual  projects 
5.1.1  Payments  in  1977 
In  1977  the  Commission  received  1  398  applications  for 
payment  and  there  were  still  269  applications,  received 
at  the  end  of  1976,  to  be  examined.  Of  these  1  667  applicat-
ions,  1  530  were  examined  during  the  year,  and  payment  was 
provisionally  refused  in  respect  of  294  of  these  since 
further  information  was  necessary. 
Taking  into  account  applications  for  payment  the  processing 
of  which  continued  from  1976  into  1977,  1  538  applications 
gave  rise to  payment  in  1977  for  a  total  sum  of  196.5 M u.a.; 
756  of  these  payments  were  in  respect  of  completed  projects. 
The  breakdown  by  Member  State  of  payments  carried out  in  1977 
is  as  follows: 
Table  No  5 
Payments  in  respect  of  individual  projects  carried  out  in  1977 
Member  State  Amount  (u. a.) 
Germany  52  489  400.24 
Belgium  14  936  862.90 
France  40  318  595.79 
Italy  30  466  779.31 
Luxembourg  1  763  453.70 
Netherlands  16  771  444.36 
Denmark  11  905  754.68 
Ireland  5  292  204.60 
United  Kingdom  22  556  833.17 
A detailed  breakdown  of projects  by  year  and  by  Member 
State  is  given  in  Annex  O.VI. - 19  -
5.1.2  Rate  of  payment  of  aid  granted 
By  31  December  1977  the  Commission  had  actuaLLy  paid out  839  M u.a. 
since  the  beginning  of  EAGGF  operations. 
The  breakdown  of  this  amount  by  year  of  commitment  and  by  Member 
State  is given  in  Annex  O.VII. 
EAGGF  aid  is paid to  beneficiaries  when  they  have  provided  proof 
that  the  conditions  for  payment  are  fulfilled.  The  rate  of  payment 
of  aid  therefore  depends  on  the  rate  at  which  applications  for 
payment  are  put  forward  by  Member  States  to  the  Commission. 
As  the  table  below  shows,  the  percentage  paid  out  varies  from  one 
Member  State  to  another  and  according  to  the  period  in  which  aid 
was  granted. 
Payments  as  %  Aid  granted  Aid  granted  Aid  granted 
of  commitments  from  1965  to  1972  in  1973  and  1974  from  1975  to  1977 
for  aLL 1Membe r 
States  91  39.5  11.6 
Germany  95.1  53.3  16.5 
Belgium  93  47.9  18.6 
France  93.9  39.8  8.4 
Italy  79.2  10.8  0.8 
Luxembourg  96.1  83.1  6.2 
Netherlands  97.3  68.3  19.3 
Denmark  - 77.4  36.2 
IreLand  - 37.3  7.6 
United  Kingdom  - so  24.8 
C1)  Commitments  minus  cancellations. 
As  in  previous  years,  payment  of  aid  proceeds  slowest  in  Italy, 
followed  by  Ireland  and  France.  The  reasons  for  these  delays  are 
mainly  the  Long  time  taken  to  start  work,  the  Long  time  taken  to 
carry  it out  and  the  time  taken  by  the  administrative processes  of 
preparing  and  forwarding  applications  for  payment. - 20  -
5.1.3  Implementation  of  projects 
a)  Situation 
Since  the  EAGGF  was  set  up  the  Commission  has  granted  aid  from  the 
Fund  to  7  066  projects. 
By  31  December  1977,  3  076  of  these  projects  had  been  completed 
and  the  aid  granted  to  them  had  been  paid.  On  the  other  hand, 
429  projects  had  been  withdrawn  by  their beneficiaries  and  are  not 
to  be  carried out.  A total  of  3  561  projects  was  in  progress  and 
part  of  the  aid  had  already  been  paid  for  some  of  these. 
The  following  table  gives  a  breakdown  of  the  situation  by  Member 
State: 
Projects  Projects  Projects  not  Projects 
financed  completed  carried out  under  way 
Germany  1.574  885  14  675 
Belgium  763  432  19  312 
Denmark  130  45  - 85 
France  1.023  552  32  439 
Ireland  290  35  3  252 
Italy  2.313  635  343  1.335 
Luxembourg  37  32  1  4 
Netherlands  459  296  11  152 
United  Kingdom  477  164  6  307 
7.066  3.076  429  3.561 
This  shows  that  half  the projects  are  still under  way  and  that  some 
6%  of  the  projects  financed  will  not  be  carried out. 
It  should  be  noted  that,  in  Line  with  the  findings  in  point  5.1.2, 
Italy  also  has  the  highest  proportion  of  projects  not  carried out 
( 15%) • 
b)  Amendments  to projects 
In  1977  the  Commission  received  255  requests  for  amendments,  to 
which  must  be  added  nine  from  the  previous  year  in  respect  of  which 
additional  information  has  been  requested. 
Of  this total,  110  were  agreed  to  with  no  change  in  the  decision, - 21  -
the  amendments  being  only  of  minor  importance  and  entailing  only 
slight  increases  or  reductions  in  costs  compared  with  the  estimates. 
In  the  case  of  91  applications  the  decisions  had  to  be  revised,  the 
amendments  being  such  that  the  projects  could  no  Longer  be  financed 
on  the  basis  of  the  original  decisions.  Some  of  these  decisions 
involved  reductions,  which  totalled  731  992  u.a.,  in  the  aid  granted. 
A total  of  49  applications  could  not  be  dealt  with  for  Lack  of  the 
additional  information  requested,  and  14  were  withdrawn  or  rejected. 
C)  Projects  not  carried out 
In  1977,  131  beneficiaries  decided  to  forego  the  aid  granted.  As  a 
result,  13  621  239.80  u.a.  were  not  used,  namely  10  854  530.74  u.a. 
for  Italy,  538  251.35  u.a.  for  Germany,  1  321  644.92  u.a.  for  Belgium, 
12  671.99  u.a.  for  Ireland,  651  153  u.a.  for  France  and  242  987.80  u.a. 
for  the  United  Kingdom.  Further,  pursuant  to  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3171/75, 
the  Commission  cancelled the  aid granted for  49  projects  (45  Italian, 
3  Belgian  and  1  Dutch),  a  total of  11  809  120.71  u.a. 
d)  Projects  carried out  in  breach  of  the  conditions  Laid  down 
In  1977  the  Commission  cancelled the  aid granted  for  20  projects 
(representing  a  total  of  917  341.02  u.a.)  because  the  work  had  been 
entirely or  partly  carried out  in  disregard  of  the  conditions  Laid 
down. 
e)  Projects  carried  out  at  Lower  cost  than  estimated 
5.1.4 
In  1977  a  sum  of  14  627  490  u.a.  was  not  used  since  the  actual  eligible 
expenditure  proved  to  be  Less  than  the  estimates  on  which  the  aid 
decision  had  been  based. 
Unused  appropriations 
Taking  into  account  the  factors  described  above  under  5.1.3,  a  total 
of  41  707  183  u.a.  will  not  be  used  in  the  year  of  appropriations  as 
a  result  of  circumstances  arising  in  1977. 
Since  the  start  of  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section,  appropriations  amounting 
to  106.4 M u.a.  have  been  cancelled  in  their  year  of  appropriation,  as 
fo l Lo\<JS: - 22  -
Total  unused  D  B  DK  F  IRL  I  L  N  app rop ri at ions 
106.4  15. 1  8.6  0.10  14.0  0.90  58.2  0.02  2o7  =  100 
It  should  be  pointed  out  that  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75  has  so  far 
enabled  54  330  362  u.a.  (included  in  the  above  106.4 M u.a.)  to  be 
recommitted  in  1976  and  1977. 
5.1.5  Re-use  of  appropriations  pursuant  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75 
of  5  December  1975 
UK 
0.3 
In  1977  the  Commission,  pursuant  to Article  2 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3171/75, 
released  the  sum  of  25  605  818.68  u.a.  from  the  period  1966  to  1976  and  this 
was  recommitted  to  cover  part  of  the  aid granted  to  1977  projects. 
The  following  table  shows  the  origin  of this total  and  that  of  the 
28  724  543.56 u.a.  released  and  recommitted  for  1976  projects 
1976  1977 
Appropriations  released  Appropriations  released 
GERMANY  4  023  653.96  4  611  944.78 
BELGIUM  2  190  571.24  4  222  581.06 
DENMARK  13  043.47  103  676.94 
FRANCE  2  387  400.13  2  685  288.62 
IRELAND  614  999.51  18  669.58 
ITALY  18  003  526.88  13  109  481.45 
LUXEMBOURG  949.56  108.--
NETHERLANDS  1  435  971.65  807  808.29 
UNITED  KINGSOM  54  427.16  46  259.96 
2E  724  543.56  25  605  818.68 - 23  -
5.1.6  Situation  at  31  December  1977  as  regards  projects  financed  for  more  than 
five  years 
YEAR 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969  1s 
instalment 
1969  II-
III-I~- 1nsta  ment 
1970 
1971 
Of  the  2  932  projects  financed  between  1964  and  1971,  2  165  have  been 
completed,  479  are  under  way  and  288  will  not  be  carried  out. 
The  appropriations  committed  for  the  years  in  question  total 
708  657  441.78 u.a.  The  position  is  as  follows: 
514  751  239.19  u.a.  have  been  paid  for  projects  in  the  years  in 
question, 
75  200  883.40  u.a.  were  not  used, 
118  705  319.19 u.a.  are  still to  be  paid. 
It  should  be  pointed  out  that  the  unused  appropriations  (75  200  883.40 u.a.) 
include  39  031  481.72  u.a.  recommitted  in  1976  and  1977,  of  which 
23  612  618.22  u.a.  were  paid  out  up  to  31  December  1977. 
Details  for  1964  to  1971  are  given  in  Annex  O.VIII  from  which  the 
following  percentage  figures  for  the  aid  in  question  may  be  derived: 
APPROPRIATIONS  COMMITTED  Aid  Unused  Appropriations 
IN  AMOUNT  Actually  Appropr.iations  to  be  carried 
Paid  over  to  1978 
1965  9  056  922  83.90  16.10  -
1966  17  134  258  77o92  22.08  -
1967  41  586  875  76.73  21.03  2.24 
1968  26  039  369  85.34  12.90  1. 76 
1968/69  94  897  375  78.67  18.08  3.25 
1969  8  472  837  84. 72  13.08  2.20 
~  1970  151  527  163  80.65  8.67  1  o. 68 
1971  159  999  497  68. 36  7. 30  24.34 
1972  199  943  145.78  63.15  6.00  30.85 5.2  Special  Measures 
5.2.1  Aid  decisions 
- 24  -
In  1977  the  EAGGF  Guidance  Section  granted  aid  for  the  following 
measures: 
a)  Launching  aid  for  fruit  and  vegetable  producer  groups 
(Article  14  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1035/72) 
The  expenditure  incurred  by  the  Member  States,  calculated  on  the 
basis of  the  value  of  the  products  marketed  by  these  groups,is 
reimbursed  by  the  EAGGF  at  the  rate  of  50%. 
In  1977,  516  823.27 u.a.  was  reimbursed  to  Denmark  and  946  627.79  u.a. 
to  Italy  in  respect  of  their  1975  expenditure;  233  402.57  u.a. 
was  also  reimbursed  to  Denmark  in  respect  of  its  1976  expenditure  so 
that  the  total  amount  paid  by  the  EAGGF  amounts  to  1  696  853.63  u.a. 
Requests  for  reimbursement  in  respect  of  expenditure  incurred  in 
1976  have  also  been  put  forward  by  Belgium,  France,  Italy,  the 
Netherlands  and  the  United  Kingdom.  Decisions  could  not  be  taken 
before  31  December  1977  however,  since  the  additional  information 
requested  from  these  Member  States  had  not  yet  been  provided. 
This  measure  had  been  applied  as  follows  at  31  December  1977: 
Member  Groups  set  up  Expenditure  by  Reimburse-
State  the  Member  States  ment  by 
Number  ! % of  total  Amount  Cu.ai~ of  tot a  the  EAGGF 
Cu. a.) 
Germany  78  25.8  6  533  714  23.3  3  266  857 
Belgium  1  0.3  670  640  2.4  251  490 
Denmark  20  6.6  1  532  359  5.4  766  180 
France  157  52.0  1  256  517  4.5  524  306 
Italy  41  13.6  17  892  260  63.7  6  333  119 
United  5  1 • 7  202  093  0.7  60  870 
Kingdom 
Total  302  100  28  087  583  100  1  202  822 
This  table  shows  that  there  are  the  most  groups  in  France  (52% 
of  the  groups  set  up  but  representing  only  4.5%  of  expenditure 
declared  to  the  EAGGF)  but  the  aid  paid  in  Italy  is  far  and  away 
the  greatest  (63.7%  of total  expenditure  by  the  Member  States). 
It  should  also  be  pointed  out  that  the  measure  is  practically 
completed  in  Germany. 
I - 25  -
b)  Launching  aid  for  producers'  organisations  in  the  fishing  industry 
(Article  6 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  100/76) 
The  expenditure  incurred  by  the  Member  States,  calculated on  the  basis 
of  the  value  of  the  products  marketed  by  these  groups,  is  reimbursed 
by  the  EAGGF  at  the  rate of  50%. 
Applications  for  reimbursement  in  respect  of  expenditure  in  1976  were 
submitted  in  1977  by  Germany,  France  and  the  United  Kingdom  and  ~n  1978  by 
Ireland.  The  EAGGF  will  reimburse  on  this basis  in  1978. 
This  measure  had  been  applied  as  follows  at  31  December  1977: 
Member  Groups  set  up  Expenditure  by  Reimbursement 
State  by  the  EAGGF 
Number  % of total  Amount  % of  total  Cu. a.) 
(u.a.) 
Germany  3  18.7  123.474  23.1  44  811 
France  7  43.7  209  078  39.- 70  574 
Ireland  1  6.3  9.5 
UK  5  31.3  28.4  68  629 
Total  1($  100  535  631  100  184  014 
c)  Improvement  of  the  production  and  marketing  of  Community  citrus  fruit 
(Regulation  CEEC)  No  2511/69  (Title  I) 
Article  1(1)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2511/69  provides  for  aid  from  the 
EAGGF  for  converting  existing  plantations  of  orange  and  mandarin  trees  to 
other  varieties  and  for  the  establishment,  improvement  and  enlargement  of 
handling,  storage  and  processing  installations  for  citrus fruit,  while 
paragraph  2  of  the  same  Article provides  for  additional  aid  for  farmers 
who  undertake  conversion.  The  EAGGF  reimburses  50%  of  Member  States' 
expenditure. 
This  measure  is  applied  by  Italy  and  France,  whose  plans  were  approved 
by  the  Commission  on  1  February  and  16  February  1973  respectively. 
In  Italy  the  eligible expenditure  amounted  in  1976  to  3  595  million 
Lire  (5  752  207.16  u.a.), of  which  the  EAGGF  reimbursed  2  876  103.58 
u. a. - 26  -
On  31  December  1976  total  expenditure  incurred  by  Italy  amounted  to 
8.98 M u.a.  or  3.1%  of  the  expenditure  provided  for  iri  the  plan  as 
approved.  This  expenditure  is  broken  down  between  the  different  measures 
as  foLLows: 
Expenditure  Expenditure  incurred  by  Italy 
Measures  provided  for  up  to  31.12.1976 
in  the  plan 
Amount  % of  expenditure 
(M  u.a.)  provided  for  in 
the  pLan 
Conversion  120.83  1.55  1.28 
Marketing  71.60  7.36  10.27 
Additional  aid  96.57  0.07  0.07 
289.00  8.98  3.10 
On  31  December  1976  total  expenditure  incurred  by  France  amounted  to 
312  458  u.a.  or  12.8%  of  the  expenditure  provided  for  in  the  plan 
as  approved.  This  expenditure  is  broken  down  between  the  different 
measures  as  follows: 
Expenditure  Expenditure  incurred  by  Italy 
Measures  provided  for  up  to  31.12.1976 
in  the  plan 
Amount  % of  expenditure 
<M  u.a.)  provided  for  in 
the  plan 
Conversion  2.43  312  458  12.8 
Additional  aid  0.03  - -
In  order  to  speed  up  application  of  the  measure,  the  Commission 
adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  No  340/77  which  removed  the  restrictive 
requirement  in  respect  of  the  minimum  area  of  farms  qualifying  for 
additional  aid.  There  is,  however,  also  substantial  delay  in  respect 
of  conversion  since  farmers  hesitate  to  convert  their orchards  because 
of  the  great  expense  and  the  fact  that  they  Lose  the  income  from  the 
converted  Land  for  some  time. - 27  -
(d)  Slaughter  of  cows  and  non-marketing  of  milk  and  milk  products 
(Regulation  (EEC)  No  1975/69) 
Expenditure  incurred  by  the  Member  States  is  reimbursed  by  the  EAGGF 
at  the  rate  of  50%.  This  measure  has  been  terminated. (1) 
In  1977,  999.96 u.a.  were  reimbursed  to  Belgium  in  respect  of  1976 
expenditure.  This  payment  covers  premiums  which  were  pJid  Late.  The 
results  of  this  measure  were  published  in  the  sixth  Financial  Report  and 
remain  unchanged. 
5.2.2.  Payments 
In  1977,  payments  implementing  the  decisions  referred  to  above  amounted 
to  4  573  957.17  u.a.  including  99.96  u.a.  to  Belgium,  750  225.84  u.a. 
to  Denmark  and  3  822  731.37 u.a.  to  Italy  (see  total  II  in  Annex  O.IX). 
Since  1966  the  total  amount  of  appropriations  paid  for  special  measures 
amounts  to  283  677  924.42 u.a.;  this  figure  is  broken  down  as  follows: 
Payments 
Member  State  Amount  in  % of total  u.a. 
Germany  41  776  193  94  14.7 
Belgium  7  629  738.39  2.7 
Denmark  766  179.67  0.3 
France  28  128  541.64  9.9 
Italy  190  261  079.29  67.1 
Luxembourg  7777  033.62  2.7 
Netherlands  7  209  658  2.5 
United  Kingdom  129  499.31  0.1 
Total  283  677  924.42  100 
Details  of  the  appropriations  committed  and  payments  made  as  at 
31  December  1977  are  given  in  Annex  O.X. 
(1)  However  other  measures  with  the  same  objective  have  been  adopted  (see  page  36). - 28  -
5.2.3.  Supporting  evidence  for  lump-sum  aid 
ItaLy 
5.3 
5.3.1 
On  31  December  1977  payments  of  aid  on  the  basis  of  reports 
received  from  Italy  stood  as  follows: 
M u. a. 
Aid  granted  on  the  basis  of 
R.  130/66  R.  130/66  R.  159/66 
Article  4  Article  12 
a)  Aid  paid  by  the  EAGGF  45  15  87.3 
Guidance  Section  to 
Italy 
b)  Value  of  investment  78.8  34. 1  140.2 
implemented  or  in 
progress 
c)  Aid  paid  by  the  !tali  an  50.6  15.8  47.25 
Government  to 
beneficiaries 
d)  Amount  not  disbursed  - - 40.05 
(a - c) 
The  Commission  initiated the  infringements  procedure  on  18  February 
1976  against  Italy  under  Article  169  of  the  Treaty  because  the  time 
Limits  Laid  down  had  not  been  complied  with. 
The  Italian  Government  replied  on  24  January  1977  to  the  reasoned 
opinion  issued  by  the  Commission  under  the  infringements  procedure, 
and  undertook  to  pay  the  aid  before  the  end  of  the  year.  The 
Commission  decided  to  stay  the  infringements  procedure  during  1977 
and  Italy  was  invited  to  send  in  final  reports  before  31  January  1978. 
Common  measures 
Common  measures  on  the  reform  of  agricultural  structures  (Directives 
72/159  - 160  - 161/EEC  and  75/268/EEC) 
The  EAGGF  reimburse  25%  of  eligible expenditure  to  the  Member  States; 
this  figure  is,  however,  increased  to  65%  in  the  case  of  expenditure 
incurred  by  Ireland  and  Italy  in  respect  of  Directive  72/160/EEC 
and  to  35%  for  the  same  Member  States  in  respect  of  expenditure 
under  Title  II  of  Directive  75/268/EEC.  Of  the  amount  to  be 
reimbursed  75%  is  paid  as  an  advance  and  the  balance  is  paid  after 
verification  of  declared  expenditure. - 29  -
In  1977,  in  respect  of  the  four  Directives,  the  Commission  took  42 
decisions  for  reimbursement  covering  a  total  of  77.04  M u.a.,  which 
brings  the  total  amount  reimbursed  up  to  31  December  1977  to  125.89  M u.a. 
This  figure  is  broken  down  as  follows  between  the  Member  States: 
Member  Reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF  (u.a.)  % of 
State  all expenditure 
in  1977  up  to  31.12.1977  at  31~12.77 
Germany  14  778  585.24  28  452  046.89  22.6 
Belgium  1  454  431  91  1  519  375.49  1. 2 
Denmark  1  714  341.46  2  421  090.73  1. 9 
France  16  572  601.42  27  890  244.14  22.1 
Ireland  9  213  405.48  12  793  930.52  10.2 
Italy  - - -
Luxembourg  373  227.48  373  727.48  0.3 
Netherlands  2  566  213.13  3  732  540.13  3.0 
United  Kingdom  30  366  436.14  48  705  229.78  38.7 
Total  77  039  242.26  125  888  185.16  100 
The  breakdown  of  these  figures  over  the  four  common  measures  is  given  in 
Annexes  O.rx  and  O.XI,  which  shows  that: 
in  1977  alone,  expenditure  represents  abou·~  150%  of  the  sum  of 
expenditure  in  previous  years; 
the  United  Kingdom  has  been  the  main  beneficiary  of  aid  from  the 
Fund,  Largely  under  Directive  268: 
on  the  other  hand,  no  payment  could  be  made  in  Italy  since  there 
the  Directives  had  not  yet  been  implemented  in  1976; 
96.1  M u.a.  Cor  76.4%  of  the total  figure)  have  been  reimbursed 
under  Directive  268; 
Germany  is the  main  beneficiary  under  Directive  159. 
Directive  72/159/EEC  on  the  modernization  of  farms 
Although,  with  the  exception  of  Italy,  applications  for  reimbursement  have 
been  put  forward  by  all Member  States  the  declared  expenditure  does  not 
cover  all  the  measures  provided  for  by  the  Directive,  as  shown  in  the 
following  Table: - 30  -
Member  Measures  provided  for  by  ~imbursement by  the  EAGGF 
State 
Art.  i 1  Art.  100:::  Art.  11 3  Art.  124  Art.  135  In  1977  Up  to  % of 
31.12.77 total  at 
31.12.77 
D  14  540  166  10  052  79  296  6.9  14.3  55.8 
8  750  17  5  273  1  ~·  0.2  0.2  0.9 
DK  5  815  26  6  138  31  - 1.?  2.4  9.3 
F  - 94  355  988  - 0.3  0.3  1. 2 
IPL  3  546  23  2  238  - - 2.1  2.7  10.7 
I  - - - - - - - -
L  - - - 1  - 0.001  0.001  0.004 
NL  5  476  14  - 232  11  2.6  3.7  14.5 
UK  1  093  825  305  1  - 1. 5  2.0  7.6 
Total  31  220  1.165  24.361  1.333  307  15.3  25.7  ~ 00.0 
(1)  Number  of  development  plans  approved. 
(2)  Number  of  farmers  qualifying  for  the  premium  for  changing  over  to  beef 
and  veal  and  sheepmeat  production. 
(3)  Number  of  farms  qualifying  for  aid  as  an  incentive  to  keeping  accounts. 
(4)  Number  of  groups  qualifying  for  Launching  aid  for  mutual  assistance 
between  farms. 
(5)  Number  of  Land  reparceLLing  and  irrigation projects. 
These  data  show  that: 
55.8%  of  the  sums  paid  by  the  EAGGF  up  to  31  December  1977  were  received 
by  Germany;  the  Netherlands  follows  with  14.5%;  on  the  other  hand,  no 
payment  has  been  made  to  Italy,  and  France  (where  the  Directive  was 
implemented  in  1976)  qualified  only  for  1.2%  of  the  total  sum  reimbursed 
by  the  Fund; 
Germany  also  has  by  far  the  Largest  number  of  development  plans  financed 
Eabout  46%  of  the  total),  followed  by  Denmark  and  the  Netherlands; 
only  Germany  and  the  Netherlands  qualified  for  EAGGF  support  for  aid  paid 
in  accordance  with  Article  13;  Community  participation  in  Member  States' 
expenditure  is  subject  to  the  requirement  that,  when  the  reparcelling  or 
irrigation  is  complete,  at  Least  40%  of  the  area  must  be  utilized  by  farms  which 
have  had  a  development  plan  approved  or  70  % of  the  area· must  be  used  by  farms 
which  correspond  to  the  development  objectives. - 31  -
Directive  75/268/EEC  on  mountain  and  hill  farming  and  farming  in  certain 
Less-favoured  areas 
The  Largest  reimbursement  by  the  Guidance  Section  result  from  this 
Directive:  a  total  of  60  M u.a.  was  reimbursed  in  1977  (compared  with 
36M  u.a.  in  1976),  which  represents  some  78%  of  total  expenditure  on 
common  measures. 
The  following  table  gives  an  overall  picture: 
Member  Measures  provided  for  by  Reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF  % of total 
State  Title  II  Title  IV  In  1977  up  to  31.12.77 
( 1  )  ( 2)  ( 3) 
D  90  000  69  7.4  12.5  13.1 
B  11  700  2  1. 3  1. 3  1. 3 
DK  - - - - -
F  97  500  - 15.2  25.5  26.5 
IRL  64  400  - 7.0  9.9  10. 3 
I  - - - - -
L  3.800  - 0.4  0.4  0.4 
N L  - - - - -
UK  46  200  1  28.8  46.5  48.4 
Total  313  600  72  60.1  96.1  1  DO 
(1)  Number  of  farms  qualifying  for  the  compensatory  allowance  for  permanent 
natural  handicaps. 
(2)  Number  of  joint  investment  schemes  for  fodder  production  and  improvement 
and  equipment  schemes  for  pasture  and  hill grazing  Land  which  is  farmed 
jointly. 
These  data  show  that: 
nearly  all the  aid  concerns  the  compensatory  allowance:  this  is 
calculated on  the  basis  of  the  number  of  Livestock  (cattle,  sheep 
or  goats)  or,  in  the  case  of  other  production,  on  the  basis  of  the 
utilized area; 
the  United  Kingdom,  with  48.4%  is  by  far  the  main  beneficiary of  this 
aid,  followed  by  France  (26.5%),  Gemany  (13.1%)  and  Ireland  C10.3%); 
the  number  of  qualifying  farmers  in  these  four  Member  States  is,  however, 
lowest  in  the  United  Kingdom,  which  is explained  by  the  fact  that  farms 
there  have  a  large  number  of  livestock  all of  which  qualifies  for  premiums; 
the  measure  provided  for  in  Title  IV  is  applied  on  an  appreciable  scale 
only  in  Germany. - 32  -
Directive  72/160/EEC  concerning  measures  to  encourage  the  cessation 
of  farming  and  the  reallocation  of  utilized  agricultural  area  for  the 
purposes  of  structural  improvement 
This  Directive,  which  provides  for  the  grant  of  an  annuity  to  farmers 
aged  between  60  and  65  (or  to  hired  workers  and  permanent  family  workers), 
gives  rise  to  Little  reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF.  This  is partly explained 
by  the  fact  that  Member  States  any  obtain  reimbursement  of  eligible 
expenditure  only  when  they  have  provided  proof  that  the  utilized 
agricultural  area  thus  released  has  been  put  to  one  of  the  uses  provided 
for  by  the  Directive.  This  means  that  the  number  of  beneficiaries  is  in 
fact  higher  in  the  Member  States  than  the  following  table  shows: 
Member  Number  of  Reimbursement  by  the  % of 
State  beneficiaries  EAGGF  Cu. a.)  total 
in  1977  up  to  31.12.77 
Germany  598  93  305.95  143  174.49  88.9 
Belgium  6  1  241.20  1  464.58  0.9 
Denmark  - - - -
France  25  (1)  - - -
Ire Land  20  9.869.93  11  237.56  7.0 
Italy  - - - -
Luxembourg  - - - -
Netherlands  24  990.19  1  731.76  1 • 1 
United 
Kingdom  25  2  493.77  3  398.32  2.1 
Total  698  107  901.04  161  006.71  100 
(1)  Reimbursement  expected  in  1978 
Directive  72/161/EEC  concerning  the  provision of  socio-economic  guidance 
for  and  the  acquisition  of  occupational  skills  by  persons  engaged  in 
agriculture 
This  Directive  is  applied  in  six  Member  States,  which  qualified  for  aid 
of  1.6 M u.a.  in  1977;  1M  u.a.  of  this  was  paid  to  France. 
The  following  table  gives  an  overall  picture: - 33  -
Member  Measures  provided 
State  for  by  Reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF 
Title  r1  Title  II2  in  1977  up  to  %. 
31.12.77  pf  total 
D  487  3.050  338  289.71  1  436  525.06  36.2 
B  - 1  918  15  467.64  15  467.64  0.4 
DK  3  209  30  473.33  42  437.60  1 • 1 
F  - 16  435  1  044  855.66  2  066  459.53  52.1 
IRL  - 1  126  112  277.49  119  618.32  3.0 
I  - - - - -
L  - - - - -
NL  - - - - -
UK  83  404  65  190.08  287  210.24  7.2 
Total  573  23  142  1  606  553.91  3  967  738.39  1  DO 
(1)  Number  of  socio-economic  consellors  trained  and  appointed. 
(2)  Number  of  farmer-trainees  who  have  followed  a  complete  course 
to  obtain  a  new  professional  qualification. 
These  data  show  that  the  measures  provided  for  in  Title  I  have  only 
been  applied  to  any  extent  in  Germany  and  the  United  Kingdom,  whereas 
the  number  of  farmers  who  have  followed  professional  training  courses 
is easily  the  greatest  in  France  (70%  of  the  figure  for  all the  Member 
States). Member 
State 
Germany 
France 
United 
Kingdom 
Total 
- 34  -
5.3.2  Other  common  measures 
a)  Aid  to  hop  producers'  organisations - Articles  8  and  9  of 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  1696/71 
This  Regulation  provides  both  for  launching  aid  for  producer 
groups  and  for  aid  for  changing  to  different  varieties  and 
restructuring plantations.  The  EAGGF  reimburses  25%  and  50% 
respectively of  the  Member  States'  expenditure. 
In  1977,  995  941.81  u.a.  were  reimbursed  to  the  United  Kingdom 
in  respect  of  1975  expenditure  and  56  552.65  u.a.  to  France  in 
respect  of  1976  expenditure.  Applicationsfor  reimbursement 
of  1976  expenditure  were  put  forward  by  Germany  and  the  United 
Kingdom  but  aid  decisions  could  not  be  taken  in  1977  since  the 
additional  information  requested  from  the  Member  States  was  not 
yet  forthcoming.  The  other  Member  States  have  not  yet  declared 
expenditure  to  the  EAGGF. 
The  following  table  shows  the  situation  at  31.12.1977. 
Launching  aid  Conversion  and  Total  aid  EAGGF  %  restructuring  aid  paid  by  the  reimburse- of 
No  of  Aid  paid  Hectares  Aid  paid  Member  States  ment  aid 
groups 
paid 
3  55  574  4415.65  4  136  905  4  192  Lt79  1  285  312  60.00 
-
-
3 
- 260.49  390  714  390  714  195  357  5.6 
- 2177.86  2  402  089  2  402  089  1  109  199  34.4 
55  574  6854.00  6  929  708  6  985  282  2  589  868  100 
These  data  show  that  the  measure  was  applied  most  extensively 
in  Germany,  with  65%  of total  area  converted,  60%  of  total 
expenditure  and  aid  of  940  u.a.  per  hectare on  average.  France, 
on  the  other  hand,  reached  the  maximum  of  1  500  u.a.  per 
hectare  for  conversion. - 35  -
b)  Measures  to  encourage  the  development  of  beef  production -
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73 
Member 
State 
Germany 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
~q~~~~m 
Total 
This  Regulation  provides  for: 
premiums  for  the  conversion of dairy  herds  to  beef  production; 
premiums  for  the  developlent  of  cattle-rearing  for  meat  production. 
The  EAGGF  reimburses  50%  of  Member  States'  expenditure.  In  1977  a  total 
of  12  798  045.68 u.a.  was  reimbursed  to  the  Member  States,  including 
67  360.47 u.a.  to  Belgium,  114  374.70 u.a.  to  Denmark,  732  963.76  u.a. 
to  France,  165  199.72 u.a.  to  Ireland,  13  108.44 u.a.  to  Luxembourg, 
181  405.80 u.a.  to  the  Netherlands  and  11  523  632.79 u.a.  to  the 
United  Kingdom. 
Requests  for  reimbursement  put  forward  by  Germany  in  respect  of  1975 
and  1976  could  not  be  granted  in  1977  since  some  details  requested  from 
the  Member  State  had  not  yet  been  received. 
The  Commission,  in  Decision  73/311/EEC  of  28  September  1973,  authorized 
the  Italian  Republic  not  to  apply  the  system  of  premiums  for  the  conversion 
of  dairy  herds  to  meat  production.  The  results of  these  measures  at 
31  December  1977  are  given  in  the  following  table: 
umber  of  HL.ofmilk  Premiums  paid  EAGGF  % of  total 
eneficiaries  qualifying  by  the  reimburse- reimbursements 
for  the  premium  Member  States  ments 
7  243  4  133  392.89  21  747  447  4  463  169.94  8.4 
685  358  674.80  1  872  699  936  349.44  1. 8 
621  568  289.00  3  085.480  1  542  740.13  2.9 
5  719  (1)  3  702  344.03  21  509  061  10  754  530.45  20.4 
537  321  729.72  2  086  668  1  043  333.94  2.0 
47  35  490.83  199  636  99  817.98  0.2! 
572  504  766.15  2  686  175  1  343  087.43  2.5 
6  643  9  720  679.00  65  209  196  32  604  298.09  61.8 
22  067  19  345  366.42  118  396.362  52  787  327.40  100 
(1)  Plus  84  holdings  in  the  department  of  Corsica  which  received 
premiums  for  the  development  of  specialized  stock-farming. 
These  data  show  that  the  Largest  number  of beneficiaries  is 
in  Germany  bu  the  quantity  of  milk  delivered per  farmer  is  only 
571  hl.  The  highest  figure  is  in  the  United  Kingdom - 36  -
where  farmers  have  the  Largest  herds,  with  1  464  hl  per  farmer. 
c)  Premiums  for  the  non-marketing  of  milk  products  and  for  the  conversion 
of  dairy  herds. - Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77 
This  is  the  third  measure  under  the policy  for  the  non-marketing  of 
milk  which  started with  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1975/69  and  continued  with 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1353/73.  This  measure  is  the  first  to  be  entirely 
financed  by  the  EAGGF. 
Of  the  expenditure  on  this  measure,  60%  is  financed  by  the  Guarantee 
Section  and  40%  by  the  Guidance  Section.  The  arrangements  for  financing 
are,  exceptionally,  those  Laid  down  by  Regulations  CEEC)  Nos  2697/70 
and  1723/72,  namely  the  payment  of  advances.  However,  two  Member  States, 
Denmark  and  the  United  Kingdom,  have  chosen,  in  accordance  with  Article  10 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1078/77,  the  system  of  reimbursement  used  for 
expenditure  incurred  in  1977  which  is  reimbursable  by  the  Guidance  Section. 
This  measure  does  not  apply  in  Italy  (Decision  77/433/EEC  of  15  June  1977). 
Advances  have  been  paid  jointly with  the  Guarantee  Section of  the  EAGGF 
and  the  sums  paid  by  the  Guidance  Section  amounted  to  2  473  754.62  u.a. 
for  Germany,  47  968.78  u.a.  for  Belgium,  19  917.50  u.a.  for  France, 
23  554.56  u.a.  for  Luxembourg  and  344  112.50  u.a.  for  the  Netherlands, 
a  total  of  2  909  307.96  u.a.  As  Ireland  iricurred  no  expenditure  in 
1977  it  did  not  ask  for  any  advance.  (See  additional  information  in  the 
Financial  Report  on  the  EAGGF  Guarantee  Section). 
d)  Survey  on  the  structure  of  agricultural  holdings  - Directive  75/108/EEC 
Within  the  Limits  fixed  in  Article  6  of  th{s  Directive,  the  EAGGF 
reimburses  12  u.a.  to  Member  States  for  each  farm  in  respect  of  which 
the  data  Listed  in  Article  5  are  supplied  to  the  Commission. 
The  final  aid  figure  was  agreed  for  Belgium,  Denmark  and  Ireland  and 
the  balance  of  expenditure  incurred  in  respect  of  this  survey  was  paid 
in  1977.  The  following  table  summarizes  the  results  of  this  measure  at 
31  December  1977: - 37  -
Member  No  of  No  of  holdings  Reimbursement  by  the  EAGGF  % 
State  holdings  eligible  or 
surveyed  in  1977  up  to  31.12.77  totaL 
Germany  100  437  100  000  - 960  000  14. 1 
Belgium  138  067  20  000  47  654.50  238  272.48  3.5 
Denmark  20  135  20  000  48  500.22  242  504.96  3.6 
France  143  453  143  453  - 730  238.32  10.7 
Ireland  37  970  37  970  97  225.36  618  364.59  9.1 
ItaLy  233  667  233  667  - 3  420  326.76  50.1 
Luxembourg  1  730  1  730  - 20  610.57  0.3 
Nether Land;  162  594  25  000  - 226  656.80  3.3 
United  29  277  29  277  - 361  898.57  5.3 
Kingdom 
Total  867  330  611  097  193  380.08  6  818  873.05  100 
Payment  of  the  balance  to  Germany,  France,  Italy,  the  Netherlands  and  the 
United  Kingdom  could  not  be  made  in  1977,  the  amounts  have  been  committed 
but  payment  can  take  place  only  after  thorough  study  of  the  data  sent  to 
the  Statistical  Office  of  the  European  Communities. 
e)  Conversion  projects  in  the  cod-fishing  industry  (Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2722/ 72) 
At  31  December  1977  the  Commission  had  financed  12  projects, three  in 
Germany  and  nine  in  France,  for  a  total  figure  of  9  582  914.92  u.a. 
At  that  date  nine  projects  were  completed  and  three  in  progress. 
The  payment  of  1  274  671.02 u.a.  in  1977  for  French  projects  brings  the 
total  amount  paid  since  the  measure  began  to  7  912  621.77  u.a.  No  new 
aid  was· granted  in  1977. 
f)  Measures  for  reorganizing  Community  fruit  production  (Regulation  (EEC) 
No  794/76) 
This  is  the  second  measure  for  grubbing  fruit  trees.  The  old  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2517/69  provided  for  a  premium  for  grubbing  pear,  apple  and  peach  trees. 
This  Regulation  is  intended to  re-establish  a  balance  between  supply  and 
demand  on  the  Community  market  in  apples  and  pears  by  reducing  the  supply of 
apples  of  the "Golden  Delicious",  "Starking  Delicious"  and  "Imperatore" 
varieties  and  pears  of  the  "Passe  Crassane"  variety. 
The  EAGGF  reimburses  50%  of  Member  States 1  expenditure.  In  1977, 
320  925.49  u.a.  were  reimbursed  to  France  and  20  917.72  u.a.  to  the 
Netherlands  in  respect  of  1976  expenditure,  a  total  of  341  843.21  u.a. - 38  -
As  the  time  Limit  for  grubbing  was  1  April  1977  the  operations  were, 
for  the  most  part,  undertaken  after  the  1976  fruit  harvest,  which  is  why 
most  payments  were  made  in  1977  and  EAGGF  aid  will  be  granted  in  1978. 
5.3.3  Payments 
In  1977,  payments  implementing  the  decisions  referred  to  above  amounted 
to  95  608  984.65  u.a.  (see  the  table  in  Annex  O.IX).  Since  1973  the  total 
sum  paid  for  common  measures  amounts  to  199  977  926.66 u.a.  The  detailed 
position  as  to  appropriations  committed  and  payments  made  at  31  december 
1977  is  given  in  Annex  O.XI. 
These  payments  are  broken  down  as  follows~ 
Member  State  Payments  made  % of  total 
Germany  40  545  135.75  20.3 
Belgium  2  756  966.19  1. 4 
Denmark  4  206  335.82  2. 1 
France  45  150  982.46  22.6 
Ireland  14  455  629.05  7.2 
It a ly  3  861  926.76  1. 9 
Luxembourg  518  010.59  0.2 
Netherlands  5  702  314.58  2.9 
United  Kingdom  82  780  625.46  41.4 
Total  199  977  926.66  100 - 39  -
5.4  Situation at  December  1977  as  regards  the  appropriations  of  the 
Guidance  Section 
5.4.1  Execution  of  the  1977  budget 
The  tables  in  Annexes  O.XII,  O.XIII  and  O.XIV  show  that: 
of  the  325M  u.a.,  103.3 M u.a.  were  earmarked  to  finance  common 
and  special  measures  instead of  the  233.8  m u.a.  originally 
scheduled.  It  should  be  noted  here  that  80  M u.a.  were 
transferred  from  item  8202,  intended  to  cover  expenditure  arising 
under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  355/75  for  1977,  and  50.5  M u.a. 
from  various  other  items  to  provide  for  the  financing  of  individual 
projects.  Accordingly: 
appropriations  totalling  221.7 M u.a.  (originally  91.2  M u.a.)  were 
available  for  the  financing  of  individual  projects  within  the 
meaning  of  Article  13  of  Regulation  17/64/EEC, 
during  the  financial  year  301.5  M u.a.  were  committed,  of  which 
79.9 M u.a.  were  disbursed. 
5.4.2  Execution  of  previous  budgets 
The  position  on  31  December  1977  as  regards  appropriations  relating 
to  years  prior to  1977  is  given  in  Annex  O.XV.  This  shows  that, 
out  of  a  total  of  1  052.5  M u.a.  of  appropriations  committed, 
216.8  M u.a.  were  disbursed  in  1977.  Disbursement  of  the  remaining 
838.7 M u.a.  should  take  place  during  1978  and  subsequent  years. 
5.4.3  Overall  position 
As  a  resu~t of  the  situation described  above,  on  31  December  1977 
appropriations  amounting  to  1  060.4  M u.a.  had  still to  be  disbursed. 
5.4.4  Amounts  automatically  carried  forward  (926  241  630.64  u.a.) 
~propriations entered  in  the  1976  and  previous  budgets  which  cover 
payments  not  yet  made  in  respect  of  commitments  entered  into  are 
automatically  carried  forward  for  a  period of  five  years  (Article 
108(3)(a)  of  the  Financial  Regulation  of  21  December  1977).  The 
amount  carried  forward  to  1978  consists,  firstly,  of  appropriations  of 
922  743  948.86 u.a.  relating  to  aid granted  for  projects  in  1972, 
1973,  1974,  1975,  1976  and  1977. - 40  -
Secondly,  there  are  appropriations  amounting  to  1  670  292.87  u.a. 
relating  to  aid  granted  for  projects  under  the  common  measure  for 
conversion  in  the  cod-fishing  sector  and  1  827  388  91  u.a.  committed 
in  1977  for  statistical  surveys  on  the  strucutre  of  farms. 
5.4.5  Amounts  not  carried  forward  automatically 
a)  Appropriations  committed  more  than  five  years  ago  which  require  the 
Council's  authorization  to  be  carried  forward 
At  the  end  of  the  five-year  period  referred to  above,  the 
Commission  may  submit  to  the  Council  and  Parliament  before 
1  May  a  List  of  the  appropriations  which  are  still committed  and  for 
which  carry-forward  is  requested  (Article  108  (3)(b)  of  the 
above-mentioned  Regulation) 
The  amount  carried  forward  to  the  1978  financial  year  consists 
of  appropriations  relating  to  aid  granted  for  projects  in 
1966,  1967,  1968,  1969,  1970  and  1971  for  which  the  commitments 
charged  in  1967,  1968,  1969,  1970,  1971  and  1972  had  not  been 
disbursed  by  31  December  1977,  either  because  part  of  the  aid 
had  yet  to  be  paid  for  479  projects  (118  709  318.70 u.a.)  or 
because  the  amount  of  15  418  863.49 u.a.  carried  over  from  1965  to 
1971  and  reco~mitted in  1977  could  not  be  disbursed  by 
31  December  1977.  This  makes  a  total  of  134  128  182.19  u.a. 
b)  Use  of  appropriations  not  committed  by  31  December  1976  and 
carried  forward  to  1977 
Out  of  22  163  893.79  u.a.  of  appropriations  carried  forward  by  the 
Council,  20  885  249.20  u.a.  were  committed  and  disbursed  in  1977. 
The  sum  of  1  278  644.59  u.a.  Lapses,  of  which: 
Item  8300:  cod-fishing  600  000 
Item  8340:  1975  farm  structures  survey  513  738.04 
Item  8910:  slaughtering  of  cows  and  non-
marketing  of  milk  164  906.55 5.4.6 
- 41  -
Execution  of  the  first  supplementary  and  amending  budget  for  1977 
(Title V- Social  and  Regional  Fund)  - Aid  for  Frioul 
Under  Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1505/76 of  21  June  1976  on  the 
Community  contribution  towards  repairing  the  damage  caused  to 
agriculture  by  the  earthquake  in  May  1976  in  the  region  of 
Friuli  - Venezia-Giulia,  45  M u.a.  have  been  granted  to  individual 
projects.  In  1977  a  first  payment  of  395  304.48 u.a.  could  be  made; 
the  balance of  44  604  695.52  u.a.  must  be  carried  forward  to  1978. 
Meanwhile,  17  requests  for  advances  tot~lling 800  000  u.a.  have 
been  received  for  that  year.  Indications  received  by  the  Italian 
authorities  and  on  the  spot  show  that  work  is proceeding  and 
application  for  substantial  payments  may  be  anticipated during  1978. 
5.5  Contributions 
Appropriations  committed  between  1964  and  1971  are  covered  by 
the  Member  States  calculated on  the  basis  of  specific  cost-sharing 
formulae.  By  previous  agreement  these  contributions  are  only  called 
for  as  and  when  required. 
On  31  December  1977,  total  expenditure  by  the  Guidance  section  for 
the  years  from  1964  to  1971  was  755  126  330.90 u.a.  and  Member 
States'  contributions  totalled  775  241  694.62  u.a. 
The  breakdown  of  contributions  by  Member  States  is  as  follows: 
Germany  240  286  524.55 
Belgium  62  630  451.70 
France  240  703  714.35 
Italy  162  686  443.24 
Luxembourg  1  602  058.34 
Netherlands  67  332  502.44 
It  is  recalled  that  expenditure  by  the  Guidance  Section  is  covered 
by  the  ne~ system  of  resources  and  contributions  applied  to  the 
entire  budget  as  from  the  1972  appropriations. - 42  -
6.  Verifications 
6.1.  Verification  of  individual  projects 
In  1977,  inspection  visits  were  made  in  respect  of  nine  projects, 
including  one  in  Belgium,  three  in  France,  two  in  Ireland  and  three 
in  the  Netherlands. 
The  inspections  showed  that  payment  of  aid  was  justified  in  all 
cases  with  the  exception  of project  IRL/121/74,  for  which  the 
Member  State  concerned  has  nevertheless  forwarded  additional 
observations. 
The  constant  work  on  the  study  of  applications  for  payment  made 
it  impossible  to  increase  the  number  of  inspection  visits,  which 
represent  only  1.2%  of  the  projects  completed  in  1977. - 43  -
6.2  Verification  of  special  measures 
In  1977  two  inspection  visits  were  made  in  respect  of  expenditure 
under  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1035/72  (Launching  aid  for  fruit  and 
vegetable  producer  groups). 
1.  Denmark 
The  inspection  covered  aid  paid  in  1974  and  1975  to  20  fruit  and 
vegetable  producer  groups  totalling  1.5 M u.a.  Documentary  evidence 
and  Lists  of  payments  available  for  consultation  at  the  appropriate 
Ministry departments  showed  that  it  had  been  possible  to  calculate 
and  pay  the  aid  and  apply  for  reimbursement  in  accordance  with 
Community  provisions.  A visit  to  two  groups  near  Copenhagen  and  at 
Odense  CFyn)  showed  that,  on  the  basis  of  their existing  statutes, 
production,  delivery  arrangements  and  available  technical  resources,  the 
two  groups  are  equipped  to  fulfill  their obligations  under  the  above-
mentioned  Regulation.  The  aid  paid  to  these  two  beneficiaries  represents 
51.3%  of total  aid. 
2.  United  Kingdom 
This  inspection  covered  aid paid  to  five  producer  groups  by  the 
United  Kingdom  from  1974  to  1976  for  a  total  sum  of  200  ODD  u.a. 
The  documentary  evidence  examined  at  the  divisional  area office  at 
Maidstone  showed  that  the  aid  had  been  calculated,  paid  and  accounted 
for  in  accordance  with  Community  Law.  A visit  to  two  producer  groups 
in  Kent  showed  that  the  Legal  conditions  (statutes, production  and 
delivery  arrangements)  and  technical  conditions  (buildings  and  plant) 
for  carrying  out  the  tasks  of  a  producer  group  had  been  fulfilled. 
The  aid  paid  to  these  two  groups  represents  66%  of  the  total  figure. - 44  -
6.3  Verification  of  common  measures 
a)  Aid  for  improvement  of  agricultural  structures 
Directive  72/159/EEC  on  the  modernization  of  farms. 
An  inspection  visit  was  carried out  in  Bavaria.  This  Land  has  spent 
DM  89  million,  which  represents  21%  of  total  expenditure  by  Germany. 
The  Land  officials  made  both  farm  development  plans  and  reparcelling 
programmes  available  for  inspection  and  arranged  a  visit  to  some 
farms  and  reparcelling  schemes  in  the  Wurzburg  area. 
Verification  showed  that,  in  general,  Community  provisions  had 
been  observed  and  that  the  aid  calculations  were  correct. 
However,  cases  were  also  found  which  indicated that  some 
provisions  had  been  differently  interpreted.  No  account  was  taken  of 
these  cases  when  reimbursement  was  made;  the  Land  was  requested 
to  carry out  a  further  verification  and  to  make  any  necessary 
amendments. 
Directive  72/161/EEC  concerning  the  provision  of  socio-economic 
guidance  for  and  the  acquisition  of  occupational  skills  by  persons 
engaged  in  agriculture. 
At  the  same  time  as  the  verification  referred  to  above,  a  study 
was  made  of  expenditure  incurred  in  1975,  also  in  Bavaria,  with 
respect  to  the  recruitment  and  training  of  new  socio-economic 
counsellors  and  the  training  of  the  agricultural  population. 
In  this  area  Bavaria's  contribution  to  the  total expenditure 
amounted  to  36%.  The  study  gave  rise  to  no  objections  but  it 
was  observed  that  the  socio-economic  counsellors  were,  in  most 
cases,  not  newly-recruited  counsellors  but  retrained  counsellors 
from  the  agricultural  administration. 
b)  Launching  aid  under  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1696/71  to  hop  producer 
groups  and  premiums  for  restructuring  hop  gardens 
Germany 
Bavaria  was  also  the  scene  of  a  control  of  expenditure; 
this  Land  is  responsible  for  95%  of  the  total.  In  the  Hallertau, 
Germany's  most  important  hop-growing  area,  the  appropriate 
departments  were  able to  verify  documentary  evidence  concerning 
the  restructuring  of  1  816  hectares;  it  was  found  that  all  the 
premiums  had  been  calculated  in  accordance  with  Community - 45-
provisions.  On  the  other  hand,  the  Launching  aid granted  to 
the  Largest  producer  group  was  examined  and  this  gave  rise  to 
objections  regarding  calculation  of  the  management  costs  under 
Article  6  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  879/73.  Reimbursement  was 
deferred until  further  information  requested  from  the  Member 
State  is  supplied. 
United  Kingdom 
Total  expenditure  amounts  to  t1  DOD  ODD  for  some  one  thousand 
hop  producers.  The  measures  for  restructuring  and  new  plantations 
in  Kent,  which  accounts  for  47%  of this total, were  verified.  ALL 
the  documentary  evidence  was  available  for  inspection  at  the 
premises  of  the  competent  authorities  and  three  Large  hop  farms 
were  visited.  The  study  showed  that  the  premiums  had  been  correctly 
calculated  but  there  was  some  doubt  as  to  whether  the  time  Limit  for 
completing  the  measure  had  been  complied  with.  Reimbursement  was 
accordingly  deferred  and  the  Member  State  was  requested  to  send  in 
a  proper  request  for  reimbursement. \ 
I 
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7.  Irregularities  relating  to  the  Guidance  Section 
Member 
State 
GERMANY 
BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
FRANCE 
IRELAND 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED 
KINGDOM 
TOTAL 
Communication  of  cases  of  irregularity by  Member  States  under  Articles 
3  and  5 of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72  covered  406  cases  from  1971  to 
31  December  1977,  of  which  only  113  are  still not  settled.  The  following 
table gives  a  breakdown  of  the  cases  of  irregularity  recorded  up  to 
31  December  1977: 
Non-marketing  Grubbing  of  Conversion  Directive  Citrus  Fruit  & 
of  milk  fruit  trees  to  beef  72/159/  fruit  vegetable 
R.  1975/69  R.  2517/69  R.  1353/73  EEC  R.  2511/  producers 
69  R.  1035/72 
42  1  9  - - -
33  1  15  - - -
- - 18  - - 1 
97  1  134  - 1  -
- - 2  - - -
34  - - - - -
- - 16  1  - -
206  3  194  1  1  1 
These  irregularities  represent  0.3%  of  beneficiaries  in  respect  of  the 
non-marketing  of  milk  and  0.9%  in  respect  of  conversion  to  beef 
production. 
It  should  be  pointed  out  that  the  figures  in  the  attached table 
represent  the  premiums  paid  by  Member  States,  of  which  50%  is  borne 
by  the  EAGGF  (except  for  Directive  72/159/EEC:  25%) 
The  attached  Tables  O.XVI  and  O.XVII  summarize  the  irregularity 
situation  by  Member  State  and  by  year  at  31  December  1977  according 
to  communications  received  by  the  Commission  under  Articles  3  and  5 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72. 
TOTAL 
52 
49 
19 
233 
2 
34 
17 
406 PROJECTS  SUBMITTED 
Number  of  Number  of 
Y.e a r  Total  projects  unaccept-
number  withdrawn  able 
or  no  rong  projects 
er needed 
i96'·  226  19  69 
196)  154  21  23 
1966  495  68  48 
H'6i'  I 
503  31  17 
~- ·, t-3  739  96  26 
I  }',,,j 
i 
I  894  fA  1-4 
1'/10  862  33  14 
1'171  1.017  59  18 
1972  918  38  43 
19?3  1.541  39  153 
1974  1. 394  98  95 
1975  1.122  76  76 
1916  1.161  110.  81 
1977  1.143  70  68 
l'OTAUX  '11. 969  '822  751 
Pr~)\e.")t 0 .... 
Applications  for  aid  by  year 
Gu i d_ance  Sect i 00-; 
( 1964  to  1977) 
PROJECTS  DEFINITIVELY  LODGED 
Number  of  Number  of 
projects  projects  Total  investmen 
not  camp l y  not  inc lud  Total  ( 1000  u.a.)  Number 
i-ng  with  -ed- 'fo_r_  Lac 
condition  s  of  suff-
irioni"  f,,., '"  - 81  207  142.0~7  57 
1  6  133  131.108  97 
11  108  427  378. 174  254 
12  91  272  265.358  152 
23  156  (,1.3  724.714  438 
9  144  830  902.501  663 
1  260  829  1. 10S. 58~.  548 
1  216  958  1.062.30/  723 
10  398  880  1.078. 638  429 
54  658  1.502  2. 161.307  637 
14  1.21  1. 296  2.092.055  766 
17  261  1.046  1. 849.835  692 
:n  123  1. 051  1.730.410  808 
23  180  1.073  1.  776.582  802 
227  3.103  11.147  15.403.631  7.066 
., 
I 
ot al 
Aid  granted  nvestment 
Cu. a.)  •ooo  u.a:. 
·-
9.056.922  11:).611 
17.134. ?58  102.103 
41. 58-S. 875  276.266" 
2!..03?.369  141.414 
'i4.B97. 375  480.360 
UJ.0GO.COO  681.164 
1 ')?. 999.497  {,1.6. 035 
199.91.3.196  &16.856 
149.Y98.266  5118.4 35 
170.000.COO  ~0.576 
234.999.998  1.111.54S 
21?.599.998  1.031.629 
264.,  94.544  1.251'1. 358 
247.298934  1.233.436 
.987. 748.932  ~.317.848, 
-GERMANY  ___ .  .....,. 
No· 
of  Aid 
granted  pro 
jec.,.  (u.a.) 
l+~ 
19H  'I>  2.557  .t.J~ 
19e.~  ll  4.91·,.'U6 
19t6  59  11.t.r.•J.  t~l 
';a  H  1.lH.94C 
1>13  ~~~  26.~0?.•)41. 
!?~-~~  l~l  ~S.1C'!.l~1 
jl;~  143  H.~~~.lb'} 
1\111  161  St.  UZ.~14 
l'i'll  11~  4l.1GJ.3H 
TOtf<l 
~~!C.·  1?1  lU.US.H~ 
l'il7l 
17~S  IU  39.719.74:: 
19~4  l•.•  -<?  ~lt,.,C.::-CIJ 
171~  Ill  4~.lfJ.C""i} 
SQ16  t.·;  4?.o:n.9:>3 
tU7  1~9  <4 ,4}/.13?  . 
fOUl 
l'<ll·  7111  :zu ,801 .5;!7 
S91i' 
t01A~ 
!'F::-:. ...  1$74  470,032.613 
,911' 
., 
ANNEX  .0. II· 
Breakdown  of  country  by  aid granted  by  the  Guidance  Section  for  the 
financing  of projects  (1964  to  1972  and  1973  to  1977) 
BELGIUM  DENMARK  FRANCE  IRELAND  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS 
No  Aid  No  No  No  No  No  ~0 
of  of  Aid  of  Aid  of  Aid  jo_f  Aid  of  Aid  pf  Aid 
pro ·granted  pro  granted  ro !9ranted  pro·  granted  pro  granted- ro  - granted pro  granted 
(u.a.)  Cu.a.)  <u .a.)  Cu.a.)  jec  jec  ec  ec  jec  ..  <u.a.)·  ec- <u.a.)  ec  (u.a.) 
IJ:s  ·~  I+~  t,::  't"  .  ., 
7  l'OJ.1SI  to  1.951  .~87  21  3.069.464  .  .  4  774.535 
6  754.9SS  21  S.6?l.070  40  S.86S.tl:9  1  275 .oco  8  1.571.333 
zo  3.119.4~6  33  8.9l4.174  U9  13;771.303  3  l?9  .l4Z  zo  3.112.405 
9  2.040.664  34  5.745.505  5?  8.33  ••  445  l  I~O.WJ  IT  z.on  .212 
45  7.154.159  65  20.376.853  188.  31.939.10~  l  81l.7CO  43  7.4•H.41l 
6?  11.816.499  Ul  35.U().M0  249  54 .IOJ.6l8  :J  94.SSC  58  u.ou.ssz 
71  11.665.53~  114  35.4U.4S9  113  54.7~5.H5  2  374.~67  4\1  n.z~s.9n 
96  1l.SlS.l57  143  (5.073.646  z.•z  67Y}l.J6?  7  1.6.17 •.• ,  ~ 
~· 
15.~~~.VO 
~9  1l.03S.IIIl  74  33.25~.416  145  )().498.477  6  9o3.11l  }()  11.16r .'  ~~ 
33l  61.984.487  626  190.622.493  1l8l  ll~.  •eo.24S  26  5.185.961  z~~  (,.  t}4.~~6 
9'!  10.03Z .9$7  10  ,.697  .l!i\  70  !0.865.361  1S  6.596.:Y.611;4  U.CH.389  2  zm.cro  34  ".02'7.  ?<J 
73  1l.690.C.XJ  14  9.Hil.OOO  101  4?.710.COO  :n  11.9!4.9~4  lSI  6S.Ovs.roo  s  ,.0.0\:0  31  t4,101l.I'N 
~i' 
n.sz~  .soa.  Z1  .  11.964.73~  63  Jo.a4~.ct.5  31  10.~·6.(131  IS5  59.111.42?  1  IS .07''  ~6  tZ.~f'A,llO 
14.3C1.6l4  n  -10.3!.0.037  82  43.571.391  9t.  n.t;?.Z~7  203  l5.2511.<'84  l  1)9.739  35  12.l1l.'?~~ 
18  12.H6.079  42  9,8Z4.l~\?  19  46,4H.M9  1)1  13.oJ!J.031  198  17.450.B1l  t  68,112  49  tl,!;JI).OOO 
I 
381  60.894,158  no  43.715.1196  ]91  202.492.506 ?9:1  70.491>.691  1031  US.9U.976  11  t .3&7 ,921  105  61.~48.047 
. 
163  IU,878,64S  130  43.715.89~ 1023  393.1!4.  999  m  70.~96.tPI llll  t.:,.~n.u1  37  6.$76.882  459  129.58Z.413 
. 
.  -- - :1"  -:>  "  ..  '1t- ·:- :  '!  - - .  ·-
. 
. 
-~-·  - -·-·  ~  .  ···~ ..... 
- --- --
-YNITEe-
r• 
KINGDOM  £EC 
~0  Noi 
pf  Aid  of  Aid 
pro  granted  prct granted 
ec  (u.a.)  jec  (u.a.) 
:s  ts 
57  9.'J';&.9U 
97  17 .I  ~4 .l'  ~ 
254  "·5'~.3."1 
152  26  .. 0!'  .. !">  j 
na  ~~~.1' 11.3:~ 
6~1  16~.:;~ J.XJ 
S<5  nt.•;~_,7; 
113  !1).9•1.17~ 
42*  149.9?~.z~e 
3361  858.£$$.75! 
61  19.99?.9;9  nl'  f<'I).C·~  .t"'~ 
M  l7.7•1J,C:3&  7~'1  n~.  ?94'.  ~•  'I 
ll~  "~·'"'  .:;~1 
6?l  Zll.~·•  ...  ,..,. 
t::~  l6.l>~'J.l1~  e.•  H4.l9,.5·· 
9S  l7  .156.747  t-:l  ~41.218.• h 
477  ll6  .868.452 l10S  t.ll9,C?J.176 
477  126.BSI.&U  I'C66  .'18f.74ll.tll 
~ - _, ---- - -
..  . .  J Annex  0. III 
Breakdown  by  category  of  projects  financed 
by  the  Guidance  Section  (1964  to  1977) 
Production  structures 
of  which: 
Land  improvement 
hydraulic  works  and  irrigation 
afforestation 
miscellaneous 
Marketing  structures 
of  which: 
cereals 
milk  products 
meat 
fruit  and  vegetables 
wine 
miscellaneous 
Mixed  production/marketing  structures 
997  Million  u.a. 
(50.1%  of the  total) 
260  mill ion  u.a. 
210  million  u.a. 
53  mill  ion  u.a. 
475  million  u .a. 
862  million  u.a. 
(43.4%  of  the  total) 
47  million  u.a. 
218  mill ion  u .a. 
184  mill ion  u.a. 
125  million  u.a. 
132  million  u.a. 
155  mill ion  u.a. 
129  million  u.a. 
(6.5%  of  the  total) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
ANNEXE  0. IV 
. Breakdown  by  sector  of.  aid .Qrijnt;,e..d..by 
the  Guidance  Section.<1974-1977) 
Number 
S E C T 0  R  of  TOTAL  1964-1977 
projects 
Aid  granted 
- Land  improvements  and  hydraulic 
wor.ks  2244  620.104 
-Milk  709  241.227 
- Wine  727  245.461 
- Fruit  and  vegetables  685  137.456 
- Meat  775  226.176 
- Olives  214  45.139 
- Cereals  203  55.061 
- Forestry  217  54.532 
- Fishing  372  73.976 
w-~ Jlpj.[ll_a L feed  ..  124  40.174 
- Flowers  and  plants·  56  15.884 
- Eggs  and  poultrymeat  110  20.362 
- Seeds  and  nurseries  87  16.009 
- Research  and  advisory  services  82  21.627 
- Sugar  3  4.188 
- Miscellaneous  458  . 170. 373 
'· 
7.066  1.987.749 
% 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
31,2 
i 
I 
I 
12,1 
I 
I 
I 
12,4 
6,9 
I 
I 
11,4  I 
2,3  I 
I 
2,8  I 
2, 7  I  -
3,  7 
I  2,0 
0, 8 
1  .. 0, 
0,8 
• 
1,1 
0,2  ·I 
I  . 
8,6 
I 
I 
I 
100,0  I 
I GERMANY  FRANCE 
commun- Aid  commun- Aid 
_; ty  gran- ity  gran-
region  ted  region  ted  ,  ' 
}  •  -
s:"'tes.a'r  "-S .. t31  ~~·-
).106 
""C'~..tg«<~~q- ~,;tr·hfii'I'!IW 
..  ,.e:.-,3  z.w  ~l.U1.R  5$.71t 
g.Jil  f .....  1  ...  !'~~ 
vz.~  ~~o,..,  20.646  -;~~!!I;Mf!, 
,,.en  tst  ZO.&Zl  11.:;~.,-
..  ut~~h·AI  ,  .......  89.817 
i"'ii'Uff"'t  <Z.~  s..H.Vtst  4!1.461 
i:r·i'~  .. t.t  ~f.3e:'  C<tr.tttr bt  ,5.060 
'!lb.,._.  U:.Ut  Ut:ttur-MI!e  70."6  ....  :,.:u~,.. 
O.O.JO,  1.4:14 
11.11'1~  112.976 
P'rojtU 811Ultf..  ZZ.408 
h,....l..iti'J!if  .,s  rl2iOftilrU:& 
~t'l  Sa (W>s.t)  <:n 
1!-rcjrt».  ~~J:>JlU- u.~  E 
l"f";'l/P-$fl..d 
o~.an  393.114 
Annex  0. V 
Regional  breakdown  by  Member  State of  projects  financed 
by  the  Guidance  Section  (1964  to  1977) 
LUX EM- UNITED 
ITALY  NETHERLANDS  BELGIUM  BOURG  KINGDOM 
. 
commun- Aid  commun  Aid  Commun- Aid  Aid  Commun- .Aid 
ity  gran- ity  gran- ity  gran- ;~ran- ity  gran-
region  ed  region  ted  region  ted  ted  region  ted 
s  •  1  •  9  10·  11  12  , 
PlO,.d-0\Hest  27 .lilt  -·d  <l.an  ....  ~  6&.7Z&  a.m  Scotl.Htd  31.n• 
~::cb.ardt:.t  29.266  Oost  22.551  w  4!.Jn  Nortlr;  6.11'7 
'tclrtf-lst  1M.5ZI  """ 
&Z.O."f  .........  n.l&J  Ht:trt~m  2<.Sl7 
t'eUh- a7.U4  wtdout  3.273  Inland  _.,...  Pt':l,~th SIQltl- ].577 
Zuht  18.C!9  ~101\Wil  hlorttr.-vu:  7.~74 
Centro  104.131  Prohtt wtti•  aoa  lorkshirt- 13.761 
tu:ie  ·46.6,8  r~;fcno~K,~;~  ' 
i'tu!:rlb~nitn 
(.P""'MI•  19.t3S  !hrln  4.lSS 
Attr'uzri•  Zl'.lOl 
f'tothq 
wut-llfdtan~  6.070 
£•st-ltiOlMW:ts  6.7l6  s..r  108.00l 
f.nt Af'l.lltc  I.OCI 
stcnta  44.&77 
Sol.otlrt-tfrst  ).014 
S•r~  '·'"  :;.;,uth-last  l.63l 
Proj~~~ 111Ult'l- t7.649 
rroJ.ra_ av(l:f•  rlgt0f'll~W1t  f.74P 
rtgion..w 
&l,  •  ..az  1<9.5&)  ln.al'9  6J17  •  I ,z •• - ~- - --~------
1 000  u .a. 
i· .. -
IRELAND  DENMARK  ., 
Commun- Aid  Commun- Aid 
ity  gran- ity  '§r-an  -
region  ted  region  ted 
14  iS  ,.  " 
CoMsat  S.SlJ  t-st  f~  1C.1'f'l 
r:.)rth-11ut  z.eu 
Stor~.-olt\t 
\''!':t  f'~  l't.le£ 
~rth-f,tst  6.!>44 
':;tor-~-M-U  ....  2.'ll  t; .. ,.,h  ....  ,  .. 
!tl=:!t.,-..:'1  1.501  '"roff'U -.\U- '-~15 
hn  S.&.8S  rt'i~ 
Ki~st  4.519 
~C"~..~th-fut  11.l~D 
S.Otiti\-W'!''I=t  ll.577 
Projvo;s '*"it I•  17.796 
rft!"n~• 
. 
70.&!\1  ~.117 •Annexe  0. VI 
Payments  made  for  individual  projects  in  1977  Cu.a.) 
.  -- . --· 
Year  ";''r.;J.  :...::nsc..'-J.A:J)  m.GI'4!JE  DA!W..AIIll:  FR.t.":l."3  IREL.Ilm  l'I'ALU  LUXEMl!OUliO  JlEI)l>!IL.IIfl)  ~=  c::;;ac 
:;:~!  !  ~!.9.l'l ,oo  13.7Cll,OO  53.169,00 
:~: I  :;29.152,00  '329.192,00 
~:;.;;  i:~!$ 
z~)..;7.;!c,oo  933.065,00  151.712 ,cio  6).534,00  791.5.)9,00 
:;~1  ~  51.:c~,oo  57.1o8,oo 
:;:::- g  I:~  :: .. ~:E2  .. ~~00  513.349,00  19!:1-929,00  1.646.8)0,00  4-503.536,00  - -. ·--
:;:~  :2.::;:.~2},00  l.£51.516,00  6.28.423,00  _3.178.798,00 
~  .  s.06s.on ,oo  ~c., .,40\eUO 
::.;;:  <:.c;.j.S-;3,75  7  • .;.;7.l73,53  1.343.644 ,7S  8.)26.577 .24  ).976.196,85  1.004.657,16  3-955.1~4,21 
::;2  ~.~";l.~>C,92  4o<53.5f:Z,S/  673.456,50  ).8:;>5.158,94  4·07 3.518,8)  1.476.  763,95 
.:;;l  2!.313. ooZ,'l3  5.9.;4.169.?5  2.197. 191,54  448.673,33  4.768.2)1,3)  568.276,)4  ~-711.668,58  1.92·1-?34,00  2.Slo.m,;s 
:;.~  I  :)  .. }:(·  .. ..:25,25  6.1';1.1!'4 ,G9  ~~~.C.00,36  5l4.n6,9l  ),601,:;42,80  2)9.046,20  2.()96.440,ll  6r -524,54  112.854,70  t.::ss-.~.t.ss 
:;.  .:  !X  2:l.,C-:?2 .. .;:23,~9  4  .. 4~·59·1  ,30  1,:J0e,J58,60  2.375.328,94  5.433.063,35  996.481,62  ~.no.  814 ,38  69l.Z72,00  2,8o5.C?E,95  £..,6-!\!,.('1_?.&;  I 
:;:~ I  2:.4!(.))1,14  7.')12.727 ,3)  4).:.•00,)8  2.6)5.323,74  6.~.~33,)2  1119.952,64  )82,0)1,12  1,)18.259,9~  Z.j92.9'7}1ZI 
:;.73- :;:b:  2~.;,~:.o:'3,(4  5-575-51},91  2.3-u.m.s6  1.)5).01),60  2  • .;71,6)9,06  2.14-1.155.91  1!116. 8:19,65  2.188,)86,1)  1  .,O:.S7!',E.l 
:;;£  2)-,l;j).T:Jl,C)  6.  69~.169  ,93  4.010. 809,04  4.453-758,01.  394.599,75  1.1)4.2']1,89  497.658ifT  .  1.898.929,8)  6.709.~3.79  ' 
:;i7  3U,927,20  90.163,91  rp.eo,l4  124.920,1) 
.Grand  ;;6.~1.)23,75  .  52.4~.400,24  }4.9)6.862,90  11.905.754,68  40.318.595,79  5.2']2.204,60  !A466.n,,ll  1.763.453,70  16.171.444,)6  2Z._5j6,1l)),l.1 
----·- ~- --
. :Total ANNEXE  0. VII 
PAYMENTS  FOR  INDIVIDUAL  PROJECTS  UP  TO  31.12.1977 
-~  ,----
YEAR  TOTAL  GERJilANY  BELGitm  DENMARK  FRANCE  IRELAND  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS  Ul'UTED 
- - -·  KI!tGDOM 
- ,  ...  1·"'·""""' 
2.411 gC9l,.CC  100..""'~  1..2]1.610~  2 ....  6Ct.I,J»  m.s,.,_..  --
t).,.)SO.T14,00  ili.m  •  .no.•  ,.,  ..  .,  .....  .. -,.,  ....  .  l-'n.:uo  ...  2JS..OCO,OO  •·:nl'.))!,.e& 
'""' 
P.:!C9·~""".  ,.e....~~J  .. 21'61)8  ),.1.14.))0, ..  7.,.  ... 33.?0  ,  ..........  "><-m,ao  ).t'ICil.ite.w 
''" 
D.lltJ'.,..l~®  '-'to.q.•  ~,ar  ..  J.:~,oe  4-l1».6;»,te  ,.,.201,08  :ts.&co!oo  2-.m.J~~-
i nst  ~I  ,,.., - l!.ey1.;,!!.l,.I;S  1o41MlS ...  .. .., .  ..,  ...  s  .. ft2S..£~J,m  !Jio)51.s.;Sa0f  1J  .. 100,CO  t.,..  .. sn,• 
inst  I a  :u =  ~  -~  ...  ,.,  .......  "-l'Y·»'  ....  MlM<O ...  ~2(:1!'t..2:l')~O!II  1L0l)..!;fl~ot  Ceo..ooo,ot  ~..tec!.Jli.CO 
f.l)l.l)>  ...  !...)3'L.fli,J~t  4<.1-&n ....  :t.on.ao•...,  '·5!0.»'!  ...  ,  ... ,  .... 
inst  !  '"' 
.-
i nst  :n  .. 
.-n.-~n.n  ~O<,r86  llt.9-tJ.,a,M  ~~"'""""'" 
..,.~  ...  )4.k'Q.6)1t0&  ,. __  ... 
...  10).7~  ... 
111$  ""·-"'·"'~ 
C0.455o-Tit.,M  T.<I0.5U~  :rr.:,,.~.r®  z:l.oq.ma.ce  lJ4-I!iiii,COO  n.m.,~J...N 
III  &  IV  •m  U£.3'!9~0511""  Q.),O.fll.t~.fi!P  ...  ,.  ......  $  l'-~·'"'·"  -·'"·" 
l:o-2li.)6t.d  .  "-"'·<l'$ 
-~'fll?O'rU..  S.lt..l'Sl.!)J,.J.j'  >».)%) .....  ;%  .llJe.rra.141.44  __  ,.,.., 
ll3.!8l  • .c6S,l$1  )..6»-451,&&  :n.~.)ll~le  -
"-€11-lJS,!J  n.&t.t.460,!ll  1.14$.J'>o51  ~"'"-"'"'  a.m.,.,,..  eo,..£46~1·  M<-..m.rr. 
m1  t.§..Ct.t.~.n  .,_.,,,.,., ..  S>-"'·»".OS  MlO.""-&e  la..wJ.4C,A  a.ll'.t..ur,n  '-~-~.u  22.)0Seli  •  ii.!Uolt).'J)  u.  flO> m.ri  . 
I  lST&  -- /to!I-!<-U1..&1i  u.ur.157,111!!  i.l,.,:J7).,)8  a.t8}.4JO,'Sl  T .,t,  .. f&l.,.,  l.JSO.fltttla'  "-741oTII> ....  "·"'-" 
,..,~  ..  n•.n  M:t  •  .!l:,lJ> 
II 
1!'74  4}..~.)31~»  ,.,, ..  ,.,.1'.  ).063.,13eM  ).1S'-4111,110  :  .,.:m.><t@  .woo,.,.,  3-llS."".JI  !i!~Ca'.lh,JG  ]..~lO.Zl.),l&  &.1!~."-1  .. !0 
•:m  "-»"-m.OJ  e.,e).fi<l<,l'l  55"-2'..7 ,54  ..  6>3-t<TA'  y.q  •• ..,,  :ti).)C!!I,j'i  )fil..OJ!i)l!  lo4.JQ,CI  2  ..  !1i.~l(IJ.,!I&  ).ft7.<:'t.., 
I  >Y!S  ..  ~  .. Z!I'.40loi)  4127 .. %7~14  ••  )U.m.5f  l.),).Ol),fe  ! .. 187.&t,lC  O.l<4.155.Jl  """"·~ 
2.1t'liJ,.)H,tJ  ~.""'~a.· 
.II  .,.  "-fZJ-t&G,fi&  l·"''.lt<A  ...... ..,  ...  M».T!& ...  J34ol!lll,lS  ...,.. ......  «~  !.1>0."'""  ..  u,.m.;, 
>m  ~,..,  ...  9<J.U),SS  !<tl.t.l3,14  1.14..,a,u 
GRAND  TIJ1A1  ·-·  ~-ot.c~•  rn.m.)'l,l'•  ~  ....  !>  "'-'>Sotl!o'- -.~&  J&.:FJ>. ....  A'  14l.Ul.U4  ...  S.US;.art,)G  8i.J,a2.,.Qo,a  <M  ...  >:".,. Position of projects financed  for  more  than  five  years. (u.a;) 
flnn~x  o.vnr 
NJmber  o  oroiec :s  Aid  ranted  Appropriation  re-committed 
·YEAR  .tlnan- c;ompl- CanceL- In  of which  ced  eted  led  prog.  Total  Paid  Not  used  (1)  In  progress  Total 
n::> i  d_ 
l )64  57  49  8  - 9.0:,b.922  7. )').: ,C)9  l.t,G2,0C) ,co  - ..  .. 
!965  97  78  19  ..  17.l)t1.253  13.)  'jiJ.  711  ),71\),)~ti,OO  - e3,))0100  88.)50,() 
1'1~6  E1  l~  1~  ~ 
1.~· ,,n I; .117_ ~  3_1_.  ~~() <.'-·!. 22  B. \';1 ·)I",  78  !l,o; 1~·1,00  ;");>,(,(,.;'  ~!l  ~:.'.(.(6,:-
(),,~  '  .(;)•].)(.,  ..:..:oc.•2o,-3J  .  J,  ""• '·!),(".l  f.'cf\o?;•/•(')  j(•)•''l) I•)  tf.·;'\.'li~.'" 
j  ~I(}  -1313  349  7l  18  94.8)[.)7)  7.:.6)~.b)  17 .1 ~3  0 u  1  o, co  ),083•/ ='l 1L'J  4  .0& )•  ~';6:6\J  ).  ~·J.)tll,.:" 
l '){.!)  66)  )48  60  55  1GO,C00,000  1  ::~.)78.  ~Jl,86  17 .0711.)23,14  1.). Y-7 •.  :7  5,t~)  12.41).007  51.6,:6.oS2 
l '!10  5-lG  )76  44  128  159.999.4?7  lG?, 376 ,)')51 50  11.67).729,16  )8.').:?.37<',3·:  10.(17 5,006  I 16  4e7Ho:.'59 
I 'Ill  723  432  2j  2713  19?.9·13.1~5;73 1:·],25?.0).1,61  ll.933.?26,)2  6l.7t.~,,)C.! ,35  10.766.  11.'1,28  <i.)B).715,1· 
~ t:ri A~  <~)2  >,16)  '2G3  ~79  703.6'J7 .t.l.l 17S  Jlt..7')1.2)9,19  7 5.196 .e.rn ,::o  11G.709.319,19  39.0.}l.t,'31 ,72  2~.61z.eas,;;' 
of  1 hich  .  . 
Germany  676  6~.)  9  )4  2tJO.l ~.~ & 3  :!l  ,e.~  17 -;.. )(\) ·1  ('.,3  '~6  13. <89 .O)?  1 1)  11." 51·  ~.~r; '75  . 
Belgium  )23  2')2  n  20  49. 9::;.1. ~-7C  ,.!~  :.c-. 2']0.~!, l,t.3  5.fl}t..G/ti,G?  3.13:).(,~/~.30 
France  552  4~6  )0  66  1~.3(!1.023,e]  l  ~;..305.9-:6. 29  12.f'~~.(ll,~ ,o'J  n .no .  <'~!\ ,  :N 
11)7  555  Z2B  )<4  Z;~0..C01.703,:?~  11~.  ;:o31.t.~S • 19  40.rf7.?·1g' 2}  tll.~'•l?,))l,(\1 
Italy  "'' 
Luxemboi. rg20  16  l  1  4.Z.\).I.'.;?,t.S  3,  6  )7 •.  ; ) l •  G3  171.1?0,)4  411. :X'J ,.:6 
Nether- 221\  2U  9  4  ')6.  ~1(;(,. 7 90,91  ~~.0~·?.3~.?,59  2.334.)9?  1 ?13  7C1.QI,!J 1)<t  . 
lJ;l_n{is 
TOTAL  l'932  2165  258  1.19  -roa.651 •.  ~.n,?[!.  -;~  .~ .1 )1. 2} ~'  19  15·196·~''3J,.~o  . lf3.7C9.319 119 
-
(1)  I· 
Including  appropriations  re-committed Ann~'x  o.rx 
Payments  in....l21Lfor  tommonmeasures  and  special  measures  (u.4.)  to 
I  Belgium  ·uxembour~Nethertandsj United  ' 
Kingdom 
Measure  ·Germany 
~ 
lr~d  i  ... ~ 7  2/159 
!r~cl iv! 72/ICO 
lrcdlve 7i/Jiil 
I  rt dIn 75/258 
TJm (a) 
Hop  producerJi. 
Conversion  to 
beef  production 
1975  farm  struct;~ 
ures  survey 
Cod  fishing 
Non-marketing  of 
milk 
a SJ>9  m,zs  m 778,90 
!!33C5,~  1241,20 
333  239,71  IS  457 ,5! 
1 683  658,131  3!~ 302,23  1 071  4'!6,87 
g t59, ~ 
3Q  ~73,33  1 044  8SS,<;f  112  277,49 
_2_3_97 _  _5.!2_.33  1 251  944,!7 
~----~~~·------
15  213  4\l,~G 7 Cl•  761,19 
H.17S,535,Z4  1,4S~.Ul.91 
? m 754,62 
57  3~n.n 
47  55\ ,so 
~7  rea,7s 
1.714.341,\6 I 16,57t60l,HI 9,2lJ.I,C5,,8 
1H :l74,7G 
43  5(0,2Z 
56  5)2 ,!iS 
732  g)).  75 
l  274  571,~ 
19917,50 
155  1  9'l,7 
g'f  225,3( 
s~c.- 2 565  221.,94 
999,19 
1  SOl  320,15 
2 493,77 
65  190;08 
£8  H7  432,1%  37Z  m  .~a 
·- I  .f...  --1·------
173.227,43  z.soo.m,n  1 l0.366,m,l4 
!J'lS  !:41,81 
13  IOS,H  18!  405,8()  11  57.1  632,79 
23  ~54,55  3H  11.? ,50 
23  '317,72 
TWl 
15 .266  66~Rse 
101  991 .o~ 
I 666  551,!11 
60 058  121 ,SI 
77 .019.2.42..~& 
'i  OSl  ~"~~ 
12. HI ~,6tl 
m no,et 
1  17~ 611,-
2. ,s ~1.96 
341  t\tl,ll 
lOlA~ (b).  re-es  -~~~~~!tS4~6_2  ___  t!_;_g~~?.?.  -~~~.!]~.~~  z.;oS~Il}Q,h9·.rz6z.~_zs_.~l .  o  36 •. ~1~  S_~e.m,112_  l~~.S1~SH  .. ~tl- J8,5alU,lL._ 
Grubbing  of  fruit  [  driill  ~l2D  925,49,  ,  ----- · 
, __  ,,.L  U··~l  11-_ZU....... r  ,617 _.,. ...  ,_.,. ,  .. ·"  lUI  ....... I ...  , ....  ,  ..  ,  .  ~  ....... t!!!-"'·"  -,.i..~··'" ,.  , ........  ,!'_ 
I ;L,.  ___ Spec 1 a l  me as  res 
able  producers ••  750  2l5,84  - gs  Fruit  and  veget- I 
1
.  I  I  943 "'·"I  I  I  16!6 151,63 
Slaughter of  cows  9S9  96  """'> 
Citrus fruits  I  '  2.876  tG3,58  2.876103,58 
lOut  II  !IM,96  7SO  ZZS,84  3 822  731,37  ~t sn !>7 .11 
nm(l •  II)  In m  m,es  11  51s  us,62  IZ617 m,£Zits;m631,s2l9 m  tlt),s5l3 m  731,371  m  seo,4s 1 J  m  E•9,1S  1 U886  OJO,Hilco m  9~1.~2 
Amounts  recovered  in  1977 
- slaughter  of  cows 
- Citrus  fruits: 
-·grubbing: 
•n'l•• 
I  "~ I p.  1.,. 
5 m.76 u~  (F~.ll\te : 3  ~07  ,15  - 'Pic~s: 2 n1,61) 
7  7IO,~!u:ll (fttlflee  : 7 710,39} 
318,- · ga (Belgium: 31\l,.j 
1~ 167,15  c:~ Annex  X 
Amounts  committed  and  payments  made  for  speciaL  measures  at  31/12/77 
by  i'lember  State  (u.a.l 
TOTAL  i  GERMANY  BELGIUM  DENMARK  FRANCE 
1.  ItaLian  FLoods  Commitements  10  000  DOD 
R.  206/66  Payments  7  871  206 
2.  OLive  and  oLive'Commitements  8  000  000 
oiL  sector  Art.  Payments  8  000  000 
13,  R.130/66 
3 ~  Fruit  and  veg- Comm i t ement s  45  000  000 
etabLe  and  Payments  45  DOD  DOD 
olive  oiL  sec-
tors  Art.  4 
R.  130/66 
4 ...  Structural  Commi tements  8  COD  000  1  622  628  256  602  2  SF  694  surveys  R.70/65  Payments  7  307  748  1  622  628  256  602  2  2  694 
5.  Fruit  and  veg- Commitements  87  299  539 
etable sector  Payments  87  299  539 
Art.  13  R.  159/66 
6 ..  African  sWine  Commi tements  3  152  051 
fever  R.  349/66 Payments  3  151  222.94 
7.  Pig  numbers  Commi tements  3  600  000  938  160  111.870  1  013  850 
survey  R  .350/68Payments  3  600  000  938  160  111.870  1  013  850 
8 ..  Raw  tobacco  Commitements  15  000  000 
sector Art.  12  Payments  15  000  ODD 
§  1  R.  130/66 
9.  Integration  Commi tements  7  sao  ooo 
of  Luxembourg  Payments  7  500  ODD 
agriculture 
R.  541/70 
10  Slaughter of  Commi tements  47  474  900.16  25  467  402.61  3  408  146.39  15  359  708.61 
cows  R.  1975/69  Payments  47  474.900.16  25  467  402.61  3  408  146.39  15  359  708.61 
11.Grubbing of  Commi tements  35  432  198.35  10  436  335.04  3  601  630.00  8  983  468.97 
fruit  trees  Payments  35  432  198.35  10 436  335 .04  3  601  630.00  8  983  468.97 
R.  2517/69 
12  Organisations  Commitements  11  202  822.  OQ  3  266  856.84  251  490.00  766  179.67  524  306.36  of fruit  and  Flyments  11  202  822. 01  3  266  856.84  251  490.00  766  179.67  524  306.36 
vegetable  prod-
ucers  R.  1035/72 
13  Producers  orgs.  Commitements  184  015.2Q  44  811.45  70  574.40 
in  the  fishing  Payments  184  015.2~  44  811.45  70  574.40  industry 
R.  2142170 
14  Community  citrus  Commitements  4  654  272.77  163  939.30 
fruits  R.2511/69  Payments  4  654  272.77  163  939.30 
TOTAL  Commitements  ~86 499  798. 48  41  776  193.94  7  629  738.39  766  179.67  28  128  541.64 
Payments  1283  677  924.42  41  776  193.94  7  629  738.39  766  179.67  28  128  541.64 
ITALY  UXEMBOURG.  NETHERLANDS  UNITED  KPIGDOM  N·H  USED" 
10  DOD  000  2  128  794 
7  871  206 
8  coo  000 
8  000  000 
45  000  000 
45  DOD  ODD 
3  135  030  11  898  268  896.  6'f2  252 
3  135  030  11  898  268  896 
87  299  539 
87  299  539 
3  152  051  828.06 
3  151  222.9  ..• 
1  404  000  20  250  111  870 
1  404  000  20  250  111  870 
15  000  000  . 
15  000  DOD 
7.500.000 
7  500  000 
818  400  153  798.58  2  267  443.97 
818  400  153  798.58  2  267  443.91 
7.758  228.7  91  087.04  4  56t  4~8.59 
7  758  228.7  91  087.04  4  561  448.59 
6  333  119.17  60  869.96 
6  333  119.17  60.869.96 
68  629.35 
68  629.35 
4  490  333.47 
4.490 333.41 
192  390  701.35  7. 777.033.62  7  209  658.56  129  499.31  2  821  874.06 
190  261  079.29  7.  777  033. 62  1  209.658.56  129.499.31 ANNEX  O.XI 
Amounts  committed  and  payments  ~~de  for  common  measures  at  31.12.1977  by  Member  State 
I 
1~1·~  lll['~~;(  9£LCIZ1  ;,li(WI  0  rRAIC(  l'l.l:t{  lUll£  lUl[f~J~G 
1.  Farm  mode~nisation  Commitements  1U'J.153,BI  H,lll,l62,ll  110,191,111  l,l11.6Jl,ll  Jli,JOI,:If  1,719.l!ll,ll  1.000,00 
Di r.  72/159  Payments  l'i,oBJ,ISJ ,SI  14,115,161,11  110,119,11  l,ll3,6ll,ll  lii,JO!,l&  2.719.1'll,ll  1,0111),00 
;2.  Cessation  of  farming  Commitements  161,0C6,11  111,171,19  1,164,$8  11,Dl,IZ 
Di r  72/160  Payments  161,0P.6,11  HJ.lH,II  1,164,!>4  u.m.~s 
3.  Socio-economic guid- Commitements  l,%7.1!8,39  UJUI'i,OS  11,151,14  11.117,10  U:i:.IID,SI  119.61!,ll 
ance  Dir  72/161  Payments  1.m.m,19  l,lli,ll'i,06  11,1!1,61  •z.m,IIO  l.~r>6,119,~  119,11E,ll  . 
4.  Less  favoured  areas  Commitements 
~;076,257  ,I';  1!,55S,m,OJ  1,1!1,!'41,11  25.50!.•SZ,l5  9,9ll.B31,47  112.111,44 
Di r  75/ 268  Payments  ~.076,157  ,1';  11.116.~;1,01  l,nl.IH,ll  l'i.~9.1!1,l5  !.9ll,8SI,17  111,711,11 
TOTAL  (1)  Commitements  ll5,Pie,l81,16  11,111,C15,B!.  1,519,ill,li  I,Ul,O!!l,ll  1l,6'!J,11\ ,II  IU!Il,!iJO,IZ  .  37!,111,11 
I  P"ayment s  ll5.r·el,lr.i,!&  lll,l\1,011,89  1.m.J11,1t  l,HI,O!!l,ll  !1 ,i'll,/1\ ,11  II,Hl,!iJO,SZ.  .  )1),117,<1 
5.  Hop  producers  Commitements  1.169,!0-',ll  1.1!11.111,11  1111,)5!,!'8 
Reg.  1696/71 .  Payments  2.189,85.1,1!  I,M,lll,l~  li5,151,!1S 
6.  1975  structural  survey  Commitements  1.515,1•1,96  l,r.>Q,OOO,OO  m.m."  211,501,16  1.1\5.911,!4  m.JM,SI ·  l.m.s~.za  1'J,!I0,51 
Di r  75/108  Payments  U18,81J,!IS  9SO.COO,OO  Zli,271,Y  21!,~1,91  no.no,n  113.314,11  ),110,)2$,16  lll,llO,Il 
7.  Fruit  trees  survey  Commitements  119,!!10,00  41,000,00  lUOil,OII.  lce,[IOO,OO  "1,100,00  100,00 
Di r  71/286  _Payments  12!.mo.r.o  II,C>Oi' ,00  15.000,011  196,[100,00  "1,100,00  100,00 
8.  Conversion  to  beef  Commitements  1!,187,317,10  1,15!,119,91  1!16,!19,1\  l.~Z\710,1l  10,154,110,11  l.on.m,ll  ~.all,!ll 
production  Reg  1353/73  Payments  11,787,J1l,IO  4,461,169,91  llll,llt,"  l.~l.l40,1l  10,7\l,llO,II  1.0\l,lll,".  §9,111,!111 
9.  Cod-fishing  i:ommitements  l.m.m,&z  ,l.EG8.8Sl.l~  1,111.051,17 
Reg  2722/J7  Payments  1.972.&11,7~  · z.m.ssz;a  s.on.m,lill 
10  Non,...mktg.  of  miLk  and  Commitements  1.T9.J01,!>6  2.17l.711,$l  n.~.n  19,917,10  1J ,55\,SS 
conversion  Reg  1079/77.Payments  z.ro9.JC7,95  1,4n,751,&Z  17,1161,71  u.m,so  1J,S51,U 
11  Grutbi~g of  fruit  treesCommitements  111.m,zl  l/0,915,11 
Reg  749/76  ·  Payments  'lll,Sil,ll  ll!J,925,U  . 
commnementsl  71.5S7.11J,II  11.m  .m,&s  I,IJ7.1'10,10  1,11!1.111,09  19,916,701,11  1,551,695,~  4.185.,50,18  1u.m,n 
TOTAL  (2)  Payments  71,rs9,7U,so  11,0!!!,00!,81  1,1J7 ,l!l1,70  1,711,111,0~  ll,r.ll,lJI,ll  l,651,691l,SI  1.!51. !116,71  Hl,zaJ,ll 
}OTAL  ( 1 -+  2)  Commitements;  I':JJ,I75.5CS,~<  llr,lll,lll,ll  1.756.966,11  l,l'll.lll,ll  11,1DS,!l>I,6S  11,155,619,05  1,115,150,21  III.OIJ,It 
Payments  1  ~~.m.916,66  IO',I15,llS,75  l,lSI,IOS,U  4,r.,l,lll,l.l  11,150,!112,41  li,455,11Z9,0S  3,i>l,Sl6,11  lll.~l~,SI 
rm.e.ts  !';TI Jf[.f;ll 
I,IJO,!O!,ll  l.l'\l.ll\,17 
l,llO,EOI,ll  I,IIIJ.:;;,n 
l,nl,lS  ).)!1,11 
1.11l,ft  ),17,11 
1!1,110,11 
lll.ll',ll 
1!,151,151,11 
"·''·1.1~~.1$ 
l,nl,\10,11  u.m.uo,11 
l.7l1,113,1l  u.7r~.n9.7fi 
1.1rt.l9'.~1 
I,IU9,17l,OI 
Zll.li'J,;I  •sz.•n.•s 
111,656,10  151,1'11,11  I 
n.cw,oo 
11.000,00 
l,lll,D81,1l  il.~l.l:l!,CI 
1,111,011,11  Jl,ii'I,I~,Dt 
Hl,lll,SO 
lll,lli,SO 
10. 91l,U 
IC,m,n 
I,Oii.IJ!,il  1•.m.II'J,I6 
t.~e.n't'~  11,071,115,';8 
1,711,'111,77  l!,tn,IIC,ll 
5,701,111,58 ..  'll,ll',nl,\5 J 
Annex  O.XH  · 
Utilization  ;:  apr•·-:?riations  for .commitment 
I 
.  - - Appropriations  avaiLabLe~ 
'• 
>  -·  :. .  ;  -...  ~  :  ~  .~:~  :<~: .  ..,_  ..  Utilization in·t977  : 
.. 
..  .  ..  for  1977  -:--;e- - - ,  .. 
!lldge 
~  '.  ~  .  ~  . '  _-·.  .  . Approps •.  Aoprops."  .  9rnmitements  %  Approps. 
rtem  · NOMENCLATURE 
. 
entered  in  arried·ove  'NI'&  ~ade  in  197  uti l izatipn  'available at  .. 
- ..  1977  8~~- rom  1976  - 3~.12.1977 (3 
'  1  2  l  4  s  '  8000  IProje.cts  for  the  imp •.  of  agric.  structures  covered 
!;>)'  Art.  13  or  Reg  17/64/EEC  - 1977  projects  221.6~.8lS  .  m.4in..8ls,- m.s,z.st,.- 1011  . 
. - u  ·  • 
-8100 Mocternfzation  of  farms  . ·  - · . ·- u.o..,.u,  2.56).001,,,  lT .6~U0,6SI  1:>.!66.665,510  - Sf.,)  M23.475.1SI 
8101  Cess.ation .of  farming  "-W  l:>.Woll  110.54,,'11  ~ar  .soo.oe  "·' 
;r.us.A 
81Q2  Voc.ationat  guidance  and  training  61).o6l  957.11!.,.02  1.G.co.o,6,02  1.6o6.55J.71  "·' 
n.~P.n 
8103  fltt.  an·d  hilL  farming  and  iiarming.  in  certain  less- 1  6o.1l'·l011  lll!i.tl45,,.S  Sl.  567o,:Z,,.S  Go. 0:;8.ll1,il  "·' 
1."-"'.e}l,U 
8200 P'od""' ''o"'" .,no "'o''' the."ol · ""o""d "l 
,.114.115  - •  5.114.11,._  -
Ill  !i.U4,U5.-
8.201  fHop- pi'Oduce-r  groups  ,.,.:146  996.~.,..  lo94lolT5o51  1,05',4!14,46  ,.,.  008.!'@\,~  I 
8300  conversion· in· the  cod-fishing  sector  - 600t~oao.- 600.000,- - •  fro.t"«t,•(t~ 
8310  Premiums  to  encourage  the dev. ·of  beef  &  veal  prod  1.n,.m  u ... a,.3!t,u  19.201!.4:a~~,U  u.ns.oe,,sa  "-'  '..4lO.~ll,c5 
8322  Reorglmizatien  of  frui't  produ-ction  .  ·.  341.844  - )41.844,- )41,IIO,n  "·' 
. 
o,tP 
8340 ,,,. 't'"''"'' '"''''  l  - LSM.SDfoCII  2. $M."' ,CIJ  2.020.16&,,  "'·'· 
5U.ll',oc(l) 
8360  Norrmarketing. of  miLk  :  .  ,_TSLOOII  - 9o15MOO,.  ..  J.!IOJ.lO'f ·"  11  ••  &.t~~:.f!'M'II 
8900  Prqdu·cer  groups .in  the  fruit  and  veg.  se~tor ·  - 1.6,S.&!!!I,Q  1,696.!1:l},Q  1.,51'.8!!!1,6!  lCIIII•  ~ 
8910  Premiums  for  slaughtering  cows  <lnd  for  the  non-mar  •  - Ui).,o&,!Q  u,.,o&,,..  "'·"  .. ,  1k.,o&,)5(:) 
8930  Imnrovf'm<'"nt. -fn .the  citrus fruit  se.ctor.  of  nii lk  3.lot.lU  .  .  .).1111.113,- 2.876.103,58  "·' 
lDl.t~."'!',U 
Total  chapters  81  to  89  lO),lO'f .1115  2Zol6),S9l0U  u"''"1.ara, n  lOO.Tl).i»,n  eo.•  :M.U5.4l,,c& 
- GRANO  JOTAL  j  lZS.OOO.OOO  :n.16l.&9l,TSI  34T .1c3.am, n  n:..c211 •  .nc,n  ,.,.  M.UM1,,011 
.  •. 
( 1)  I11cluding  t ransf.ers 
(2)  The  unused  amounts  lapse. ANNEX  O.XIII 
TREND  OF  COMMITMENTS 
-·  ·--- --
jcommitrnenn~Commitments  entered  into  in  1977  i  .  j  . 
..., 
; 
Budget  ____  Total  iComm1tments  Comm1tmen1l:;·  : 
,t;s  outstancFrom  appr:;  Commitments  net  in  outstanding 
I 
Item  NOMENCLATURE  1ng  1.1.77  ~ps.  carr1  d  From  1977  TOTAL  entered  into  1977  at  31.12.77 
~ver from  Approps. 
976 
ouncil 
'1  2  )  4  5  6  7 
a=  Projects  for  the  imgrovement  of  agric·  .  structl!res.covered  y  art.  13  of  REG  17/64  r  171.0)1.660.645,011  221,69>.51 o;,:  221.£92  .. 31~,- 1, 25). )7),  460,00  196•  ~,.:)1. 3 2,, C)  1,0;6.8'72.'1311CS 
lllOC  Mooern1sat1on  of  farms  2.116).001,69  1:.40).66),61  15.~6.665,:t)  15.266.M~,:t)  15.;>';6,(.1j,:t)  -
8101  Cessation  of  farming  15.44!,11  92.45l,H  lt'1.9<)l,o.i  1(]1 .-~·<ll.,04  1(1) .:~<ll,04  -
6102  Vocational  guidance  and  training  %7o0l5,02  6)9. 5)5,&9  1,606.55l,9l  1.6o6.)~).71  1.606.)5),~1  -
f1CJ  Mt.  & hill  farming  and  farming  in  certain  le  ~s- en.a•M•  5?.22?.<16,25  eo.o:8.12l,Bl  6o.oj/l.l21,81  6o,o:;l.l2l,8l  -
lS  ~':0  Producer  groups & assocs  thereof/favoured  ar  as  - - - - - -
6l<ll  Hop  producer  groups  9J6,029,51  ,S.461,95  1,0)2.494,(6  1,0j>,49l,<6  ).0:,7.~'4 ,46  -
fin.:>  Conversion  in  the  cod-fishing  sector  t.~.!/63,1!!  - - - ~-944.~3.~7  lo274.C7l,- 1.670.292,8'7 
-~!};)  Premiums  to  encourage  the  dev.  of  beef & vea 
11.4~9.>!11,\l  1,)(1l.7:.'1.~~  H.7~:!~N5,63  ll.  798.04~,68  12  .. 1~·04j,GO  -
f,  ~ . l  Reorg.  of  fruit  production.  prod.  - 341.641,>1  !.1\,.'l:.:~.n  )41.f4),21  )41.8H,11  -
~!  ~)  Farm  structure survey 
2,020,]68,9?  - 7,0:<1,)68,91  2.0:-o.]i5,91  19).)~0,o11  ~.~:n.Je&,,l 
--- Non-marketing  of  milk  - t.9Q9.)C77 ,96  '·9'19-!C!l .:.'.i  2.~)')?.)<17,?5  2.9(/").Jf_lf ,1)6  -
6· ...  ·J  i,69<\.S~),6)  -
1.6~><\.8)) ,6)  1.65o.e~J,6J  1.6?'·.~)),6).  -
8}.0  Producer  ~roups  in  fruit  & veg.  sector  9,9,56  - ~1},  ~,:.  9)11,?6  ,)?,  95  - Premiums  or  slaughtering  cows  & for  the  non 
69)0  Imp.in  the  citrus  fruit  ~ector  non-mk~~tko  - 2,6]6.10),!..!  z.8r6.10l, :,a  2.6/6.10),:,8  2.87~.10),:,8  -
-
Total  chapters  81  to  89  2·~·!16l.B'l  :-o.ea~.z~1.20  79.8)0.41~.~)  1oo.  n~.6~9.  n  1C),GB0,6?),60  ~vo.lfl·2·7·:\ ,62  ).49l.f.Sl,73 
lli'<IINU  IUIIIL  l.0)4.62>.6<la,9)  20,88),2.19,20  )01,::,.:).~;'5,))  )n.4>a.,I4,D  ·1.))1.0:,...1.0'3) ,(8  2:;-:;.u.,.21o,~5  1.060.)69.812,8) ANNEX  O.XIV 
-UTIL)ZATION  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  FOR  PAYMlNT· 
ayment  appropriations  available 
tn  1977  ·  - "'  Payments  made  in  t977 "-? 
Appropriations~ 
unused  at  31/12/77 
- +'" 
!
!  ~  E 
""0  <lJ 
::J-1-' 
I  ro  ...., 
. NOMENCU\ TU!f{"  £-a-r~y  ove~  1917 
fro~ 1 )76  ~  A~~)ops: 
~--- --~-L~-~1.-.-c-. ·- __  I  1 
r- 8000  Pr_Q.7"_;ct-;~fur ·  th~  ~fmp·.  of  ag'l'i c,  structures 
1 
, 
1 
.  covered  by  art  13  of  Reg  17/64  1977 project,  -
i  8100  Modernization of  farms  ·  ·  '  2.863.001,69 
!  8101  Cessation of. farmi:ng  l  15-447,71 
I  8102  Vocational  guidance  and training  i  967.iil.s,o? 
~  8103  Mt.  & ilil  b ""farming  &-farming  in  certain  Les  ass.a..s,56 
l  8200  Producer  groups  & assocs.  thereo~avoured a  eas  -
I  8201  Hop· producer groups .  ~&.cm,:st 
I  8300  Conversio.n  i-n  the  cod-fishing  sector  3.544.9\11,1!7  I 8310  Premiums  to  encourage  th_e  dev.  of  beef  &  va_LU-489.267,11 
I 
8322·  Reorganization  of _fru_ it pf:'oduction..  pro  • 
8340  Farm  structure  survey  Ml.C.50f,03 
I  8360  Non-l!larketing  of  mi tk  ,  - I  8900  Prodl:fcer  gr.oups  in  the  fruit  &  veg  sec.tor  1·'"·853,63 
·  8910  Prt-m1ums  tor  slaughtg~cows &  fohthe  QOn-:-lk  165.906,51 
8930  Improvement  in  the  citrus  frui'£1  s8H8~ ml  -
Total  chapters  81  to  89  I  ?5.101!.657,66 
GRAND  TOTAL  I  25.106.857,66 
:;4.492.815 
1-C,Slf,llll 
95-102 
IS'!l.06l 
$0,1)2.106 
5oll4.11S 
~5.)~6 
1.719.331 
)41.644 
!MSMIOO 
.  3.101.113 
103 .301.18) 
151·1!00·000 
Total  From  1977 
11·690.140,69! .. 2.86}.001,69  12.<10).063 ,81 
llli.S.C9,711  15.«1 .n  92.,5),)) 
l,6-CO.Q96,02  %7.015,02  639.5)8,89 
61.367 ·953,55  8)5.1!45,56  5!'.222.:116,25 
$.114.115,00  - -
1.941.)15,51  !196.0~,51  56.46~,$!!1 
),54Ji.96l,ll7  1.214.671,00  -
1)1.206.624,1)  11.48,.:181 ,13  1.)01!,1)8,  5!> 
)41.84<1,00  - }41.1\4.3. 22 
2. 5)4.50'1 ,Ol  1".380,06  -
$!.75?·000  -a  2.,a9.301,96 . 
1.6%.85),6)  1~696~8.53,63  -
1£5.906.51  ,m,96  -
).1<71.113,00  - :.ll76.10l,58 
121.~73.350,62 z  20.3)2.!i)l,~  H.tSO..Cl0,53 
18•.9J6.85T.6f.!  20.3~531,~  79.850.410,53 
'fotol  rem  carry! From 
1 n 
pver  from  approps. 
1976 
' 
.I  'f  I 
II 
$  S,S.&!';:v~l!' 
15.:!66.66S,50  -
tolZ$e£1~~;.p 
101.901,00  -
:  $•1:!  go 
•~-e  .. · 
l.~o&.55),91  -
:13.~.281;. 
6o.os&.l2t,lll  -
.~.,...,.en,r• 
- ~  -
S.ll4.ll~,:>: 
l.l)5t.494,4$  - 633.6el,:: 
1.:114,1111,00  :.2'!'o.a:,  -
U.7!/l'.O:S,68  - ,.uo.~•~~"~ 
)41,1!43,21  ~  o.T~ 
193.)80,01!  t.)4t·.t~.  -
2.909-Jt'l,%.  -
1.696.8:;3,6)  - -
m,% 
MH.lQlJ!.  -
lCO,lS2.!1·1l,82  4.  716.)?6,) 
100,182.941,82  4oTT6.32i,l 
I 
I 
I 
( "l)  Appropriations  not differentiated  - item  8~0 is~mai:Jeup  0f  qOOQ-:;fJOD:CnOn  ilitomatic;;  carry over):and  2944  %3.97  u.·a •.  :_.i 
£ 2).  ·.  !nc  ~udi  ng  transfers 
(3)  The  payment  ot  '1  274  671  ~.a•  against 
·  - · '·  ·.- '  ..  :-=-~  ·-•  ,  .  •  ~~  ·  . { automat.i c_  c:~r-ry..:ov_er)  :.  · 
item ~-~·O;  .. is:_made· ~;o·m  ~~P~:~~-iations  -~ut:ma~i-ca~ly c~-r~~~:~~- a:~~~:  .....  ·····  .. -. -~ 
Utiliutlon··or OUtiitn..."'dinc  t.ppropl'.ia.tio~ antedc.ting tho differe,.;tiation  pt'OCI!'dure 
1 
x. 
t.rri~-d io·r;;,.d··.-,:o .. 
i916.  tH76  lnsi:~l.:rnts I: n>.  _ .  2J.~4&9  .. m,B5 
-,,-.n6-ihstalMr\t-I~Ii. u-~tL to  77> 
'  CHi5  tnst&l'lltnt  11}  1 _  •  . .  101.,1)5.'381,21 
. ons ~nsulr~nt 1t  re~all.  to  7)  • 
197~  -_t1??5__!is~;(;;;.,t  !J  ___ _ _  lOO.C-46 .. 957,65 
c1175  in5Ul,.e-nt  I  r.,-.,u.  to  7  J 
•  (1Jl1.t,;  ln.s:t•lr-rnt  U>  ·•  117.641.411142 
:  0$74'tnltallllrnt  h· rt-'!Ll.  to  6)  92loOl6148 
-rt~t4irist7"liTv.;.all. to  71> 
1'97l  (1972)  - . ·- . -.  1:1!~1-.&1.~26,« 
0972  ,.~-.u. to.1976t--·.  1,.1o~m.12 
(1972  rr-o~LL.  to.1977>  I 
1WZ  -g~;~'  ..-oil. •• ;.;;;;---- 't~~:.m:~ 
.,  197f ii_-!tl:t? }91~. 
lS'fl.  g~)\.-~·~:·  t-:1976} .  -
'(1P70 re•.Jll  ..  i:o  1917~~-
!970  C196i-truu:_il-I·Il:Jv)-.  -
J 19o9..,.  II•UJPIV rt•Jitlo  tQ _76) 
l  Cl9tt9_..  lJ•lJl-hr ,..,-.al\.  to  177 
'"' .t \ir/l.  \ntot ..  n  . 
(li!l9_..  tnat  ..  J  r•·all  .. __to  lt16l 
(19~9  ..  tnst  J  n-.all. to  J971) 
( 19$5.,.  tn1t.  h  Md  IlL...: 
-419~ 10- ll  r¢:-tU.._  UL1i76J 
tlh& lb  ·11 u-elt. to 1977) 
(1911<1  tn;r. Jl 
·o'll~  ..  1n,t.  1 re-,ll. to  J~?6l 
t19!1S  ll)st.  1 u-,.ll. to  t???l 
C19:~n  _ __  _  __ 
(1967 n-•U· to  1976)  __ 
(19~1 u·.llti. to  1977l  • 
TOtAl  1 
Ue. _J.ggrOJ.1tit.ti9."-"  ~r the  ftno~nc:i 
,...-!~ __!0.10'1101"1  -~~.':!~~s.  <111~  spt:clsl 
1  •ru~>r••· 
- c..rrl,a for .. ua tros 197o  · 
1101 
410Z 
110) 
hOI 
SlCO • 
&no 
iHO 
4900 
@910 
TOT.l\L  I! 
TOTAl.  I  •  U"'  IU 
M4e12l,CO 
137.,1o.oo 
a.121.n,,oo 
2..716  .. )26100 
'37.~),00 
79'>.455,00 
592 .. 642,00 
l24.i!ll,J9 
~  .. 86)  .. 001,69 
l)..U7,71 
'6l~Ot') 102 
8)5.8<5,:;& 
19S  .. o19,51 
coo.ooo,co 
11,..(,9.2t't & 1) 
~  .. ,).(:5Cl ,ol 
1.6~.!)),61 
lt).~,5l 
l 
I 
~,..51.704,11  ' 
l;2 .. 2)S,06  ; 
lol.-'69.  5r9,6l  i  04 ,)96.018 ,04 
266.CY)l 1 ~  ~ 
99o?H.~2'.i,~  1 
lll.4!21C9  ' 
~1.410.5}1,74 
ll7.187.Gl0169  , 
92}.016,40 
45J.HO,ll 
23.~2t,2lt99 
10.l79·'~5.ll  ~5.540.42$,25 
;.!6.19J 00~ 
1':B·H~,2l 
111.  ''fl•Oo:;~, 'J'J  2).)7)ofl6:2',8) 
t.n)..£t.'J, 1J'  a  .. 2~6.ol2,ll 
,.;oa5.6·U 196 
15.66\.SH,Ol  14.J7M90,92  1  .. 10'j.?)7 ,12  1.1o~m,u  4 .. <171 .. 0)7 ,42 
6).t00.9,,61  >6.o55·54l,n  ...  )el-115,79  4o)6)•71,,7g  ,.)82o.CS),5J 
s,t .. lC0~5~t.,8.t  12  .. 151~22),00 
4  ..  il2·''~9/IO  4oll2•269,o0 
~)-U  .. 7J7,  1~ 
20.Z!S9.M),OO  6.662.644,00 
9.'JJe.1t2,oo  9.5Q8.1l:l,OO 
2.160.1~,00 
19'f .. )"S4,00  'l!o1C6,oo 
!)1  .. 910,00  llt.910.oo 
4& .. 7~7,00 
,_o14.e15,oo  1•Y.7•910,00 
: ... n6  .. )26,oo  z  .. n6.J26,oo 
1 .. 0%.91.0,00  2)0.174,20 
'l~·'le,oo  )29.192,00 
l90o4'J5,00  79<l.4S5.00 
la60),CO  ~ .. 605,00' 
,z1.1e9,oo  £6.917.00 
·1•  124.en.1?  124-l/),)9 
!: 
11,.0:~},00  11  .. 4~}.100 
l 
2.66l.001 1li'  .·  2.,66) .. 001.,,? 
15-.ca.n  tS-447,11 
~'1.015,01  ~·  91il.Ol~j,02 
835.13(1,~  y  8)5.645,5& ~ 
' :1!'6.on,l:  1  !J%.on.5t 
~ l.'7.t.67l100 ~ 
n .. .c69.2'a-:'.,1l  f UG489.2!:t7,13 
! .. 0~.76'•~  l9l  .. )So,oe: 
! .. 6~  .. tl')l,6)  ~:  1 .. 6~.85),6} 
m,o/i  99~.96 
(O!IImitmcnts  outst~.,~~~1 •t  31.1Z.1977  (Aooroorl•tiOI'IS  to ce 
!35.<57.704,77 
u.295,oa 
n .. an.56t,6l 
266.001,54 
18~524.99),82 
111.4.4~,09 
9-1·09).006,70 
92).016,.:.6 
45J.l80,T3 
)4  .. 8)9.0)0,06 
546.19),05 
19)  .. 776,17 
t7~816.8oJ,12 
671.5'1},).9 
2~~o26~642,9& 
,1  .. 289 .. 222,15 
4o4!T·O!IT ,42 
,  ~n  .. .sutoAlltic 
,f 
... 
> 
41.14~hl64,M 
4  .. ).82  .. 46,,5) 
)8.9ol9·lT1,1!4 
$.).42  .. 1)1,1& 
u •  .car .. 21-t;,oo 
2..780.l6S,oo 
uo  .. 2!<6,eo 
&6.1'.51 ,oo 
li.416.9J5,00 
8116.1)5,60 
ao.s .. 7.c6,oo 
4S4·2$2,00 
; 
ToUl  UOit>d 
fon.rprd 
:235.457.70.C,77 
l1.G5.~ 
77-071.:;61,6) 
2ti!l.t'Ol,54 
,a  .. ,,t..!l9l,S:r 
lll.U2,C9 
• 9-C .. c;~.ccs,ro 
92J.ClS,-'S 
. <Sl.T!O,lJ 
!1A.GJ9,0)0,0S 
!o:6.l~l,OS 
lt?h77'!1,n 
17.&;6.!:'),72  ...  6;'1,57),)9 
1.2<1'j.H2195 
fil.:-99,221,15 
c  •  .an.OO'T,u 
,1.,7.{5.364 ,l6 
,.)82.46), » 
3&-~9  •. )11,64 
)..)U.lll,l& 
13.401  .21,,00 
2.TSO.l!i5,oo 
:uo  .. 25S,oo 
&6.151 ,co 
2.<76.915,00 
au.ns,eo 
• &o&.7d,OO 
<C54 .. 2'!12tC:O 
C1J  fhru  ,ipproPrhtlonur•  C11rrhd  forward  autolllllrlth:alty  for  flllo  )'Uri- and  non·~a.u.to~M.t:l.c-~ly  there~rt:~!' in "!'ceol:"d.Jlnce  wi~h t.h&  a.d s!~~~:~~(~~.o~~;:~"l~(.lj: 
cu  -~;,;;.·oeduct10n of  ,wproprh~ioM hpud for unuud  11ld  in  r~Jpect  of  indlv.  prohcu r- -IRREGULARITIES  Annex  O.XVI 
Communications  in  accordance  with  Art4cles  3  and  5  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  283/72 
u.a. 
---
-~-. 
jC~ses  closed! Casesin progret 
At  31.12.77  Cases  recorded  I  Recoveries 
··-·- 1w1thQut  c~,.,  __ 
noj  Amount  j  ~-.. 0  i  Arnount  j n"  1 Amount  :;o  1  Amount  l 
'  -
72  31  6  ·:~ .:  ~-~G  I 
'' 
;  : .~.~~C·J  - - =I 
...  !  _,_ 
7:)  7  16.~~: 
~  I  :6.~i  - - ! 
74  2  .:! •  ~·2~)  I  1  I  ).CoCO  - - i I 
1.~,25 
75  l  2.2'7:  I 
2.~·7) 
I 
GERMANY  - I  - - -
76  7  2t.~~l)  ..  10.729  - - 3  12. •. :  s~o 
71  4  l5.C.73  2  I  5-322  - - 2  9-7)1  i 
Tot  52  129.  ES:J  '"' 
I  102.255  7  ~'7  ·'~l  I  .. -'  I  - -
71  1  2.(({~ 
I 
2. 5:.0  - - - - I 
72  3  e.~ :xl  1.200  - - 2  ·: .soo  I 
73  11  19 .. ::::.:  ll  o&}83  - - '•  b.: :::5  I 
74  10  27 .'.  i 
·~. )0<")  2  6.640  '·  lt.j~') 
I 
I  ~  '  BELGIUM  75  16  5/).;::: 
I  ) •. ;9J  3  4.835  Sl  4).;C)  l 
: 
76  5  9  ,'y>  a. 7,;2  - - 1  <:'.))  I 
011  .JI  I 
77  3  8.  7  ~.;J  !  4.368  - - 2  4./,2;'~  I 
I  I 
I 
Tot  49  132.<;6'  22  ;.8.283  5  11.475  23  8~.2:::; 
I 
I  -.- ·---· 
75  4  16.C:.:i  I  .: 
I 
:6.616  - - - - i 
DENMARK  76  10  31 ••  ~71  j  27.£90  - - 2  j ;;.:  : 
71  5  37.7.',0  2  13.811  - - 4  23. S'.:,  i  I 
Tot.  l9  e.~"6·~27  1"'>  "2.117  - - 6  27_~: -'~  - ·---~ 
71  25  75.275  23  E~.050  - - 4  c. •.  ~·;  i 
72  l9  65.0{5  16  52~:  7  5  - - 3  t.  •.• 
FRANCE  73  2:,  75. c;.:.:  1:  3').C20  5  20.233  5  :--- ..  . . 
7-!  13  4~~2:J/  I 
0  l~J~5-+7  - - 8  2~~.·; 
75  71  24 6.29.~  6l  175. 6:)7  4  lO.&t2  9  6.::.( :; 
76  25  79,E3:..  20  57 .)C.~ 
I 
2  13.927  5  c.' 
77  57  2!,3.&35  H)  150.292  - - 23  93.: ..  i  "· 
Tot.  233  1  82~1. 321  ~ ·'.1!  566.105  I  11  44.802  i  s·r  21<'.  ..  ., ___ 
I  -- . -- ...  -··-
75  1  2 It ;·j5  ·'  1.632  - -
i  l  :  :.,,)j~ 
76  1  2.112  l  2.172  - - - - i  IRELAND  11  - - - - - - - : 
'  I 
To~.  2  5.137  2  3.eC4  - - 1  1.3\1  i 
·-~ --·- -· ...... 
72  8  23.7')0  7  l,:. r..so  - - 3  e.:  -.) 
73  12  32.Ti)  11  ~_r;. ::54  1  1.600  1  3.  S,2: 
NETHERLANDS  74  10  27 .ur5  7  18.•150  l  1.37.5  2  7.  e.:,o 
75  4  9·''25  - .  - - - 4  9.62) 
76  - - - - - - - -
77  - - - - - - - -
Tot.  34  93.E25  2)  60.554  2  2.9'l5  10  30.~c)6 
75  5  51.):1  3  20.013  - - 3  30 •.  ;~._::. 
UNITED  76  11  C.l.~~0l  6  37.352  - - 6  46. c->9 
KINGDOM  77  1  16.~.-.;5  - - l  18.165  - -
Tot.  17  153 •. :?7  9  58.170  1  18.165  I  9  77  a)•:~:  .. 
TOTA~: :  :  .. ~H·430.2)l  2>91  8~{.28~.:~ [  1~17~417 .. : f.:)  1 :.:4.65. ~·:  ~-
--. 
·-· 
s 
Note:  Cases  of  partial  recovery  are  entered  both  under  "recoveries  and  under 
"cases  in  progress". ANNEX  O.XVII 
Breakdown  of  cases  of  irregularity.recorded  up•to  31.12.1977 
MEMBER  Non..:-.marketing  I  Grubbing  of  fruit  1 ·  Conversion  to  Directive  Citrus  ruit & veg. 
STATE  of  milk  trees 
1  beef  production  72/159/EEC  fruits  production  TOTAL 
R.  1975/69  R.  2517/6"9  R.  1353/73  R.  2511/69  R.  1035/72 
Amount  Amount  Amount  n•!Amount  Amount  Amount  Amount  n'"  n"  n"  n"'  n•  n" 
Germany  112  97-275  l  2.)04  9  2'9·917  ..  ..  - - - - 52  129.696 
Belgium  33  89.570  1  5.240  15  )8.158  - - - - - - 4~  132.968 
Denmark  - - - - 18  68.217  - - - - l  17.610  19  i3). 13.:( 
France  97  352.57 6  1  2.000  l;A  424.108  - - 1  50.G37  - - 2);,  829.)21 
Ireland  - - ..  - 2  5·131  - - - - ..  ..  2  5.1:w 
' 
Netherland  }4 
~ 
93.825  >4  93.825  ..  - - ..  - - - - - .. 
United  - - ..  ..  16  150.605  1  2.872  - - - - 17  153.471  Kingdom  .  . 
: 
TOTAL  2C'6  633.246  3  9·744  194  716.142  1  2.872  1  50.637  l  17.610  406  1.4)0.251 
-----------